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Preface
Much has been written over the past decade and
more on the importance of using energy efficiently
in the buildings we live in. In addition to
assessments of energy conservation measures,
there has been a good deal of research into the
potential for exploiting solar gains in housing. At
the Building Research Establishment (as part of
our work for the Department of Energy) we have
been fortunate enough to be able to survey this
information, digest it and then produce what we
expect to be a useful handbook for UK house
designers.
I can say that we expect it to be useful (rather than
just hope) as we have also been able to tryout a
draft of this handbook on potential users. Their
reactions were both helpful and encouraging.
Comments we received on the contents and layout
have helped to make it a better, more user friendly
document. Other responses have confirmed our
original views that such a book of design
guidelines does not exist at present and that UK
designers will be keen to use it.
The contents aim to help you, the designer, to
produce better, more efficient houses. Initially you
may not find the book makes your job any easierit will probably raise problems that you haven't
considered before - and it may make you think
more deeply about the decisions you take. But our
aim is to help you have a better understanding of
the conflicting options that confront designers of
low-energy housing. Then you can make up your
own mind on how to produce better housing.
One final point - this Is not a research document.
The main authors of this handbook are both
architects with practical experience of house
bUilding and of teaching architectural design.
They've tried to provide you with sound information
and concrete advice - whenever current
understanding allows.

Building Research Establishment
May 1988

Introduction
This handbook summarises the best current information on designing windows and
conservatories to be energy efficient. It draws particular attention to the value of
uSing solar gains to offset heat losses. Design guidance is offered across a range
of topics from site planning to the use of coated glass.

Our aim

The scope of the handbook

In this handbook we attempt to draw together and
to condense the best information and guidance
currently available about the effect of glazing on
the environmental performance and energy
consumption of housing. In particular, we focus on
What is known about using solar gain as a means
of reducing fuel consumed for space heating.
Special attention Is given to making houses energy
efficient by means of their siting, orientation,
Internal planning, and the iocatlon, size and
specification of their windows. The potential of
conservatories for energy saving Is also discussed.

Over the past ten years, many design features for
collecting, storing and distributing the sun's energy
have been Illustrated In the International literature
on passive solar design. They include trombe
walls, roof collectors and c1erestoreys, as well as
direct gain systems, conservatories as solar
collectors and a variety of hybrid systems.

How to use this handbook
The arrangement of the handbook Is based ioosely
around the RI SA Plan of Work, from site analysis
and site layout to construction details and
component specification, so presenting
information in the order required to assist decision
making.
Each section of the handbook is organised broadiy
on the following lines:
•
general requirements are stated
•
•

general principles are given
facts and figures about cost and performance
are described

•

wherever possible each section or subsection
is concluded by design guidance.

The design guidance of the handbook takes the
form of summaries of the advantages and
disadvantages of particUlar measures or
components, together with simplified
recommendations for designers to follow. Where
appropriate, warnings are given about the
limitations of this guidance and other publications
giving more detailed Information are cited.

Not all of these so called "advanced" passive solar
design options are applicable to UK circumstances
because of climate, occupant behaviour, or
people's expectations. Some remain experimental
designs that have never been built and had their
performance monitored In this country. Others,
have been found to have practical disadvantages
or to be so expensive to build that the additional
capitai cost of the solar features would not be
recovered by the saving in conventional fuel.
Advanced passive solar designs also demand a
level of simulation modelling to ascertain their
Internal comfort conditions and energy
performance. This puts them beyond the scope of
the simplified guidance of this handbook and
consequently they are not dealt with here.
In this handbook attention Is focused on optimising
direct solar gain through windows, a feature
common to all houses, and on the potential
thermal benefits of conservatories.
The main topics of the handbook are:
•
site layout, orientation, and solar access
•
•

room arrangement
window and conservatory location, sizing and
construction

•

selection and specification of building
components

•

responsive building services.
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Our sources
The handbook draws on many sources
•
statutory documents such as the Building
Regulations, British Standards and codes of
practice
•

published advice on low energy design

•

specialised research reports about
experimental designs and computer
simulations

•

articles in the technical press

•

trade literature.

Much of the advice comes from sources not easily
accessible to practitioners:
•
the simulated performance of house designs,
commissioned from architects by the Energy
Technology Support Unit of the Department
of Energy, which were analysed using a
thermal simulation model called SERI-RES
•

simulated performance of a typical
semi-detached house whose design
parameters were systematically varied by the
BRE and analysed using SERI-RES.

•

monitoring studies of the performance and
use of conventional and low energy designs,
particularly
- test cells
- the Linford and Pennyland housing
- an attached greenhouse at New Bradwell,
Milton Keynes.
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SECTION 1
Solar gain and energy efficient design
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Why energy efficient design?
Energy is only one of a number of issues designers have to consider. Often it is by
no means the most important. But in any design many decisions have to be taken
about glazing. Although the reasons behind these decisions may have little or
nothing to do with energYl there are important consequences for occupants'
comfort and for energy consumption.

Increasingly, designers are being expected to be
aware of energy issues. Both through the Building
Regulations and accompanying British Standards,
such as BS 8211,1 they are being asked to design
buildings that are energy efficient. However, while
these documents set standards, they not provIde
detailed design guidance on, for example, how to
design windows and conservatories that conserve
energy. The handbook tries to fill this gap.

f

The design consideratIons described In this
handbook are not new, As Barry Parker remarked
around the turn of the century,
If we are to derIved health and pleasure from
the time we spend in our homes we can
hardly attach too great an Importance to the
bringIng of light and sunshIne into the very
hearts of them.

And so in his influential designs, such as Figure 1,2
The sun, if it does shine, shInes Into the living
room from morning to night.

As long ago as the 19308, the Royal Institute of
British Architects felt obliged to offer guidelines3 on
the correct orientation of houses and aVoidance of
obstruction, see Figure 2, and observed,
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Until the habit of thInkIng in terms of sunshine
has been acquIred, buildIngs will continue to
deprIve their occupants of values which
might have been enjoyed without cost every
day over the whole life of the buildIng.
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British Standards Institution, BS 8211, British standard code of practice for energy efficlenoy In housing, 8SI, London.
HaWkes, D, 1986, Modern country homes in England: the Arts and Craft arohitecture of Barry Parker, Cambridge University
Press, CambrIdge.
Royallnstltute of British Architects, 1933, The orientation of buildings, RIBA, London.

Recently, the importance of sunshine and
orientation has been restated by the RIBA in its
Housing Design Brief 1,

Livihg rooms and rear gardens should have
southerly aspect as far as possible and
generally dweillngs should be sited to
maximise solar gain.

a

What has changed over the past 50 years is both
our understanding of the scientific principles
involved and the glazing technology at our
disposal. This makes exploiting sunshine to
practical effect a more realistic objective for us
than it was for our predecessors, however good
their intentions.

Institute-of Housing & Royal Institute of British Architects, (undated), Housing desigh brief, RIBA PublicatIons, London,
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Twenty steps to energy efficiency in house design
The Building Regulations are concerned only with setting minimum standards
below which designers may not fall. For those who decide to build to higher
standards, there are many measures which may be taken to reduce the
consumption of conventional fuels and to provide added comfort, amenity and
enjoyment for occupants.

We list below the twenty most important measures which designers should consider to make their designs
more energy efficient. These measures are listed in the order in which they need to be considered. Only those
in bold type are covered In this handbook.
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Why glazing?
The amount, type and position of glazed elements included in the external envelope
of a house have a significant effect both on how comfortable it is to live in and on
its space heating consumption.

Windows are a prime focus In energy efficient
design. Traditionally they have been seen as the
weak spot in the thermal envelope of a house, as
the holes In its insulation. And it Is true that there is
hardly a quicker way to lose heat, and to reduce
comfort conditions, than through a window
composed of a single layer of glass. Glass
conducts heat almost nine times faster than
softwood and thirty-five times faster than expanded
polystyrene of the same thickness, 1 Yet, despite
repeated reductions to the rate at which external
elements - walls and roofs - are allowed to lose
heat under the Building Regulations, the only
restriction on glazed elements Is a limitation
in their total area, Single glazing is stili permitted
as the minimum standard.
Windows do not have to be a weak spot in a
house's thermal envelope. If they are orientated,
sized and constructed correctly they can be
thermally neutral, that is their heat losses may be
balanced by their solar gains, Under some
circumstances they may even become a net
source of heat gain during part of the heating
season.
The effect of windows on thermal performance
becomes more important as insulation standards in
houses are increased. In existing houses, up to
25% of heat escapes through wlndows. 2 ln recent
houses, constructed since the 1982 revisions to the
Insulation standards required under the Building
Regulations, and with the maximum amount of
single glazing permitted, 30- 35% of the heat can
be lost this way. And another 15% will be lost
through ventilation, mainly as heat flowIng out
through inadequately sealed cracks and gaps
around window and door openings.
So, as the insulation values of other elements in the
building envelope are improved, the importance of
heat lost through windows and ventilatIon
increases,

1
2
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Figure 3

Everett, A., 1978, Materials, Mitchell's Building Construction, Batsford, London.
Energy Efficiency Office, 1986, Monergy News, Department of Energy, London.

This handbook describes how to improve the
design of windows by focussing on the five
energy-related functions they serve:
•
collecting wanted solar gain during the
heating season
•

providing insulation and airtightness during
the heating season

•

offering natural ventilation, especially during
temperate weather

•

rejecting unwanted solar gain during the
summer

•

admitting daylight all the year round.

For the past century or more, windows have
occupied a surprisingly stable proportion of
exposed external wall area of British dwellings. As
Figure 4 shows, this proportion has remained
between 15% and 20% across housing types and
over tlme a
Modern glaZing technology now offers much more
complex and sophisticated window systems than
have previousiy been avallabie. These hold out the
promise, for example, of fully glazed south-facing
facades that deliver a net energy gain all the year
round.
Before they can decide whether to exploit this
technology, either in the form of windows or
conservatories, designers need to understand how
glaZing affects the performance of a house, In
terms of both comfort and costs.
In this handbook, we try to help designers to
respond positively to increasing pressures on them
to provide glazed elements in housing that are
attractive and serviceable without being an energy
burden for occupants.
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Steadman, P, & Brown 1 F., 1987, Estimating the exposed surface area of the domestic stook, In Hawkes, D. et ai, Energy and
urban built form, Butterworths, London.
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Why solar gain?
All houses have windows for daylight l ventilation and view. So all houses benefit to
some extent from solar radiation. In energy efficient design, the aim is to maximise
solar gain when it is wanted and to exclude it when it is not.

The potential of solar radiation.
Solar energy is plentiful. 0.01 % of the total amount
which lands on the earth's surface would meet the
world's present needs. 1 The solar energy falling on
the UK in a year Is 80 times our annual energy
needs. And, in any year, a typical house in Britain
receives more solar energy than the total energy
consumption of Its household. 2
However, while solar energy is fairly predictable
from year to year, It can vary considerably from
day to day. It is also at its maximum during the
summer, whereas demand for energy Is greatest in
the winter. Nevertheless, recent research and
demonstration work undertaken for the
Department of Energy suggests that, if careful
considered and integrated into design, solar gains
can, on average, contribute a third of total heatIng
needs. 3 In small well-insulated houses, the
potential for using solar energy is less because
gains from occupancy can be enough to meet
most of the heating requirement.
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Figure 5

Factors affecting incident solar
radiation
Solar radiation Is the radiant energy emitted by the
outer layer of the sun called the photosphere. The
character of the radiation is determined largely by
the temperature of the photosphere, about 5,500°C.
Solar radiation can be divided Into three
components on the basis of wavelength. The
visible component spans a wavelength range from
about 0.4 to 0.7 microns. (A micron Is one millionth
of a meter.) The wavelengths of visible light are
dIstinguished by their colours from red at the
longest wavelength (0.7 microns) to violet at the
shortest (0.4 microns). Ultraviolet (beyond Violet) is
radiatIon of a wavelength that begins at violet and
extends to shorter wavelengths, down to about
0.01 microns. Infrared (below red) Is radiation with
wavelengths longer than that of red. Solar radiation
is often called short wavelength radiation to
distinguish It from the radiation emitted from
objects that are much cooler than the sun, which is
referred to as long wavelength radiation.

1
2
3
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Figure 6

Department of Energy, 1975, Solar energy: its potential contribution within the United Kingdom. HMSO, London.
Department of Energy & Centra! Office of lnformalion, 1980, Energy. a key resource, Department of Energy, London,
US & UK Departments of Energy, 1985, US/UK Energy R&D: P<'lssive solar design.
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Extraterrestrial radiation is the amount of solar
energy that reaches the limit of the earth's
atmosphere. measured perpendicular to the
direction of the radiation. This is fairly constant, at
about 1.4 kW/m 2 , see Figure 7, varying only
because of the elliptical orbit of the earth which
results in the sun being closer to the earth in
December and further away in June.
The 23° 27' tilt in the earth's axis, Figure 8,
accounts for the change in radiation intensity,
length of day and seasonal climate. If the axis were
at right angles to the plane, there would be no
seasonal changes In the weather.
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Figure 9 shows the average daily solar radiation on
a horizontal surface for various latitudes in the
absence of atmosphere,
Once solar radiation reaches the earth's
atmosphere It is
•
partly absorbed (15%)
•
partly reflected (6%)
•
partly transmitted to the earth's surface (79%),
Some of the transmitted radiation is diffused by the
particles of the atmosphere and reaches the
ground as diffuse radiation, and some is
transmitted direct. Global radiation Is the sum of
the direct and diffuse radiation reaching the
ground, measured on a horizontal surface, The
amount of global radiation received on the earth's
surface is not constant but varies according to:
•
the place,
•
the season
•
the time of day,
•
meteorological conditions.
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Figure 8

For any location, cloudless days provide the most
solar radiation. But even totally cloudy days can
provide Useful radiation, up to about a third of that
available on a cloudless day at the same time of
year.
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In addition to the direct and diffuse radiation, the
vertical surfaces of buildings receive some
reflected radiation, depending on the ground
reflectance value, see Figure 10,
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The apparent path of the sun
Seen from a position on the earth's surface the sun
appears to travel in an arc across the sky. This
apparent path determines:
•
the hours of direct sunlight which a window or
conservatory receives
•

the angle of incidence of the sun's rays

•

the overshading characteristics of a site and
Its surroundings.

The path of the sun varies with the seasons and
with the latitude, At any gIven time the position of
the sun may be defined by Its angles of azimuth
and altitude. The azimuth is the angle between true
south and a point on the horizon directly below the
sun; the altitude is the vertical angle between the
horizon and the sun, as shown In Figure 11.
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As the sun paths In Figure 12 show, in the summer
the sun rises north of east and sets north of west.
In the winter, it rises south of east later in the
morning, travels In a lower arc, and sets south of
west earlier In the evening.
The height of the sun at midday at the equinoxes
(21 March and 23 September when the length of
day and night are approximately equal) can be
calculated by the formula:

h

= 90°

- <p

where <p Is the latitude of the place. Thus for places
with the latitude 51 ° North, the height of the sun at
midday is 39°, At the summer solstice (22 June, the
longest day) the height of the sun Is given by the
formula:

Figure 11

At the winter solstice (21 December, the shortest
day) the formula is:

~
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Figure 12
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Figures 13 and 14 (overleaf) show examples of sun
path diagrams in the form of stereographic
projections for London and Glasgow. These are
taken from BSI DD67:1980 Basic data for the
design of buildings - sunlight. Such diagrams
enable the sun's altitude and azimuth angles to be
read off, for a given location, at any time of day and
any time of year. The numbers around the outside
edge show the azimuth angle relative to an
observer facing north, and the concentric lines
show the altitude.
For example consider June 22. The sun rises
before 4.00 am at 50' east of north, and by 5.00 am
it Is 10' above the horizon. It is 60' above the
horizon between 11.00 and 1.00 pm. It sets after
8.00 pm.
It can be seen from the stereographic projection
that the altitude of the sun does not change at a
constant rate, but that the year is divided Into four
distinct periods:
•
two, around the summer and winter solstices,
where the maximum altitude of the sun
changes only slowly from day to day
•

two, around the spring and autumn
equinoxes, where the maximum altitude of the
sun changes rapidiy from day to day.

Sun path diagrams, such as the stereographic
projection, may be used:
to examine overshading in site layouts
•
•
to check periods of direct sunlight for facades
with particular orientations
•

to investigate the effect of shading devices.
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Solar energy in the British Isles
The total amount of solar energy (diffuse, direct
and reflected) and the angle of incidence (the
angle between the direction of the sun's radiation
and a line perpendicular to the surface of the
building) of the direct radiation that reaches a
building are determined by:
•
its latitude
•
•

the season
meteorological conditions.

Figure 15 shows that the south of BritaIn receives
about one and a half times as much solar radiation
on a horizontal surface as the north.
For any given facade of a building, the total
radiation will depend on the facade's orientation
and the degree to which the radiation is obstructed
by surrounding topography, buildings or plants.
Where solar radiation penetrates via windows to
heat a space directly, Insolation on vertical
surfaces is the important consideratlon. Figure 16
shows the total solar radIation in kWh/m 2 for Kew
on vertical surfaces with different orientations on a
clear day.
There are three main conclusIons to be drawn from
this graph:
•
the high altitude of the sun in summer results
In a large angle of incidence of the direct
radiation, and this in turn prevents a peak In
incident solar energy on south facing facades
from occurring between May and August.
ThIs helps to reduce the risk of summer
overheating in houses with large south facing
windows
•

•

16

onclear days in the heating season a
horizontal surface receives less solar radiation
than a south facing vertical one
the summer peak in solar radiation on a
horizontal surface helps to explain gross
summer overheating in south facing
conservatories with unshaded sloping glazed
roofs.
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In contrast with Figure 16 which assumes clear
skies, Figure 17 shows the total radiation on
vertical surfaces at each of the four cardinal
orientations for ail months of the year except June,
July and August, for three locations in the British
Isles. These amounts have been calculated from
measurements of solar radiation on horizontal
surfaces made during the period 1966·1975.
Another way of gaining a broad understanding of
the potential contribution which solar radiation can
make to reducing fuel consumption in a particular
locality Is to compare solar radiation on a
horizontal surface with the number of degree
days. Degree days record the daily difference
between a base temperature, often taken as 15.5'C
in the UK, and the 24 hour mean ambient
temperature when it fails below the base
temperature. Daily totals may be added to give the
monthiy total, and monthly totals added to give the
annual total.
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Figure 17

Figure 18 shows the "crude solar viability" indices
calcuiated by Oppenheim 1. These appear to be
based on the foilowing calculation:
For each month caiculate
(daily solar radiation on a horizontal surface x number of days)
(number of degree days divided by 30)

2
Add the monthly totals for the year excluding
June, July and August to find the crude solar
viability indices for each location.
It is disputable just what these indices show. This is
because the index becomes meaningless when
extreme conditions are used. For example, if the
number of degree days were to approach zero, the
solar viability index would get very large. Yet in a
location with zero degree days there would be no
potential at ail for solar gains since there would be
no heating requirement. Conversely, if the number
of degree days were to approach a very large
number, implYing a long cold winter, then solar
gains would be increasingly viable and the index
should enlarge to show this trend, yet in fact it
decreases.

Figure 18

This index represents the British climate as:
•
becoming more severe from west to east
•

becoming sunnier from north to south.

Oppenheim, D., 1981, Small solar buildings in cool northern climates, Architectural Press, London.
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As latitude increases the length of the days is
longer during the winter (giving rise to the midnight
sun at very high latitudes) so that solar radiation
occurs for longer periods. However ambient
temperatures are lower In the north, and although
the heating season therefore extends into the
sunnier spring and autumn weather, the amount of
heat lost through windows is increased. Thus the
energy balance between heat losses and solar
gains is poorer in the north than the south, see
1
Figure 19.
Another factor which may militate against the use
of solar radiation In the north is that the effect of
obstructions is greater there because the sun is at
a lower altitude during the heating season than In
the south.
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On the basis of computer simulations, it has been
suggested 2 , 3 that in Scotland glazing areas may
need to be smalier than in the south of England.
So, for example, it has been proposed that in the
Shetland Isles the area of south-facing glazing
should be 20% smaller than for a comparable
house at Kew.
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Figure 19

At present, it is probably safest to conclude that it
Is too early to judge precisely how design
recommendations for direct solar gains should be
varied to exploit solar radiation in different
iocations within the British Isies.

Bartholomew, 0,,·1984, Possibilities for passive solar designs in Scotland, Occasional Paper ETSU L14, Energy Teohnology
Support Unit, Harwell.
2

Porteous, C" 1985, Partial solar heating for Hebridean housing using sunspaces and air collectors, The sLin at work In Britain,

No. 20, UK-ISES, London.
3

Millbank, N" 1986, The potentia! for passive solar energy in UK housing, PO 102/86, Building Research Establishment, Garston,

Watford.
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Solar gain and glazing
If the sun's energy is to be used for heating, a building has to have a means of
collecting it. Glass has particular properties which allow it to do this· by trapping
heat from the sun.

Solar transmission through glass
When solar radiation meets a transparent element
such as glass, it is
•
partiy reflected
•

partly absorbed

•

partly transmitted.

The fraction absorbed Is re-emitted as longwave
radiation from each side of the glass. The sum of
the fractions directly transmitted and of those
re-emitted inward constitutes the total transmission
through the glass.
The proportion of solar radiation falling on a glass
surface which is transmitted is dependent on two
factors:
•
the altitude of the sun and the orientation and
inclination of the surface; these three result In
the angle of incidence of the direct solar
radiation falling on the glass
•

OJ.

.r,~gl~

80

Figure 20 shows that the proportion of energy
transmitted changes little within angles of
incidence from zero to 45', and then begins to
decrease rapidly as the angle of incidence
increases towards 90'.

20

!JD"';/~

,•

the physical properties of the transparent
material.

Figures 21 to 24 illustrate the relative proportions of
reflected, absorbed and transmitted radiation for
various giazing arrangements. Body tinting and/or
coatings applied to the glass modify the
transmission properties.
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The angle at which sunlight intercepts a window
also determines the solar aperture or projected
area of the window, This Is the area of a window
projected onto a plane perpendicular to the sun's
rays. The projected area becomes smaller as the
angle of Incidence increases. The amount of
energy transmitted is therefore reduced owing to
the decreased area exposed, as shown in Figures
25 and 26. The projected area is also affected by
the position of the glass in relation to the face of
the external wall, I.e. by the depth of reveal and
frame thickness.

plaY}

!J0j,cftd wiJPh tfM'1IIl t'N w,1I1
!leTMa! wj-Pt"tt
Figure 25

W,t t(cp,l WJitlOl,1/~ hay!: a I!WJIY"
'I'D) f-diJ /I Y"t4, ('1 WMffr thlt 11 {fun",,.,.Figure 26
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Capturing solar radiation: the
greenhouse effect in buildings
The process by which solar energy appears as
useful heat in a house is a complex one. When the
suns rays strike a window, part of the visible
radiation and Infrared is transmitted through tile
glass. This is then absorbed by the opaque
surfaces within the room, such as the furniture,
walls and floor, depending on their absorption
characteristics. These become warm, and in turn
emit Infrared radiation at long wavelengths in all
directions.
When the long wavelength radiation strikes a
window from the inside, it is partially reflected and
partially absorbed, because glass is almost opaque
to radiation at wavelengths longer than about 2.5
microns. The absorbed fraction is re- emitted on
either side of the glass. Some radiation is therefore
trapped inside, resulting in an increase in the
internal temperature. This phenomenon is known
as the greenhouse effect.
Figure 27 shows the spectral curve of the energy
transmission of 6mm glass, Figure 28 shows the
spectral CUNe of the energy emission of plaster,
and Figure 29 shows the superimposition of these
two CUNes, illustrating the greenhouse effect, with
the hatched part representing the trapped solar
energy.

Solar gain as useful heat
During the heating season the greenhouse effect
offers the possibility of reducing the amount of heat
required from the house heating system. It has
been calculated that, on average, about 16% of the
energy requirements in existing houses are met
directly by the sun, see Figure 30. 1 But this
proportion can vary greatly, depending on
orientation, insulation levels, and infiltration rates.
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Milbank, N., 1986, The potential for passive solar energy
In UK housing, PD102/86, Building Research
Establishment, Garston, Watford.
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Simple aryd complex passive
solar designs
A great deal has been researched and written
about the potential for raising the proportion of
space heating provided by solar energy above the
levels usual in conventional housing, and many
different types of system have been invented to
exploit solar energy, see Figure 31.
In the UK climate, the potential for many of these
systems is limited by the need for sophisticated
control devices such as insulating shutters to
reduce heat loss at times of low or zero solar gains
(for example at night) and/or shading devices or
blinds to prevent glare and overheating in summer,
In advanced passive solar designs such devices
and their means of operation are an Integral part of
exploiting solar energy because they allow window
sizes to be increased to benefit from solar gains
without incurring negative side effects,
Although advice is offered in this handbook on the
design of such devices (because some designers
will want to employ them in their schemes), it is not
necessary to adopt complex solutions to design a
house that benefits from solar gains. Simple
options are available. These are, in passive solar
terms:
•
direct gain where solar radiation penetrates
through windows to heat the house directly

•

isolated gain where solar radiation is
collected outside a room space, for example
in a conservatory, and transferred as required.

All houses can maximise the benefit from passive
solar heating by careful attention to certain design
parameters:
•
site layout to minimise overshading
•

orientation to maximise the potential for solar
gains

•

room layout with main habitable rooms on the
south

•

window location, area, and glazing type

•

heating system controls which react quickly
to solar and other incidental gains.

These are the main topics covered in the rest of the
handbook.
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SECTION 2
Site layout and house planning
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Site planning and solar radiation
The layout of buildings on a site, their relations to each other and to other features
of their natural and built surroundings can all affect the extent to which solar
radiation can be exploited.

General requirements
Planning the layout of houses on a site is
influenced by a wide range of constraints, most of
which lie outside designers' control, such as:
•
the shape, topography and existing
landscape of the site
•

the position and type of the surroundings
inclUding adjoining buildings

•

the iocation of the site access.

Within these constraints, the iayout must be
planned to satisfy a wide range of requirements,
that include:
•
the density of the development
•
•

the mix of house types
vehicular circulation

•
•

parking provision
height restrictions

•
•

building lines
privacy distances

•

tree preservation.

By their handling of these, designers can safeguard
or prejudice the extent to which sunlight can be
exploited on a site.

Sunlight
BSl's Draft for Development 0067: 1960 Basic
data for the design of buildings - sunlight
recommends that main living rooms receive
sunlight for at least part of the day, see page 41. To
meet this recommendation, iet alone make use of
direct solar radiation for heating, consideration
must be given in the design of site layouts to:
•
the orientation of houses to benefit from solar
gain,
•

28

the avoidance of overshading from, for
example, other buildings and trees.

Orientation
The effect of orientation on the auxiliary heating
demands of a conventional house and a soiar
house, as predicted by the computer simulation
program SERI-RES, are shown in Figure 37. 1
These simulations are based on houses built at
Linford, Milton Keynes. The solar house represents
the houses as they were designed with iarge
south-facing windows and small north facing ones.
The conventional house Is the same but with the
glazing equally distributed on the north and south
facades. Both houses are on unobstructed sites.
The results of the simulations show that:
•
orientation has a large effect on the
performance of a house which relies on
southerly-facing giazlng to exploit solar gain.
Changing the orientation of the solar house
from due south to due west increases its
annual auxiliary space heating load by 17%
•
the conventional house is relatively Insensitive
to orientation. Changing the orientation of the
conventional house from due south to due
west increases the space heating load by only
3%.

One of the main conclusions that can be drawn
from these findings is that houses with large
southerly-facing windows are more sensitive to
changes in orientation than conventional ones.
Orientation, as It relates specifically to window
location, is discussed in more detail on page 44.

NBA Tectonics, 1986, A study of passive solar estate layout, Report to the Energy Technology Support Unit, Report no.
ETSU-S-1126,1986.
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Oyershaqing, house spacing and
privacy distances
Apart from existing features of the natural and built
surroundings, the other factors which can
contribute to overshading are:
•
house spacing
site slope
•
•
roof shape.
IIIo<1It

House spacing Is likely to be determined by the
distances needed to maintain privacy between
opposing house facades containing the main
habitable rooms. There are no national standards
for privacy distances, and advice should be
obtained from the local planning authority.
Acceptable privacy distances are likely to fall within
the range 18m to 27m.
In order to minimise overshading of south-facing
elevations, houses need to be set out so that they
do not cast excessive shadows over one another.
In the NBA Tectonics study mentioned above,
calculations were made to explore the relationship
between privacy distances, roof angles and
resulting obstruction angles. Figure 32 shows the
results of overshading calculations in the case of
two parallel rows of two-storey terrace houses of
medium depth (7.2m) on a flat site. It gives, for
various privacy distances (D) and various roof
pitches, the resulting angle of obstruction.
The effect of overshadlng by detached houses was
also studied by NBA Tectonics. They used the
simulation model SEAl-RES to look at the effect on
auxiliary space heating load of overshading a
south-facing house by a row of detached houses
to the south of it. The results showed that for
houses of a given plan area (104m 2), roof pitch
(30°), and privacy distance (21 m), set out 7.2m
apart, no difference could be discerned between
two layouts:
•
one with the houses directly opposite each
other
•
one with them offset.
For a given roof pitch, narrow frontage houses
block less solar radiation than wide frontage ones.
And, for a square plan, a pyramid roof blocks less
radiation than dual pitch. The direction of a dual
pitch roof was found to make little difference. Inail
these comparisons, unless the houses being
shaded rely heaVily upon the contribution of solar
radiation for their heating, the differences found are
insignificant. Even for the Linford passive solar
houses, the effect of overshading on increased
space heating load was less than 0.5% for any of
the cases described.
30
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Techniques for assessing
overshading
A graphical method using shadow prints, Figures
33 and 34, was developed and applied in the layout
of the Pennyland low energy houses in Milton
Keynes, to help avoid overshadlng. 1 Its aim was to
ensure that olthe total incident solar radiatIon
falling on the south facing windows there was no
more than a 10% reduction caused by overshadlng
from the other houses between November and
March.
There is also a rule of thumb which can be used for
this purpose, This is considered to be equivalent to
the 10% shadow print, and is based on a
geometrical method. The rule is that the midwinter
sun should just graze the roofline of one row of
houses In order to penetrate the ground floor
windows of the next row,
The formula given on page 12 shows that the
midwinter sun is at an angle of 90° - 23°27' - ¢
where ¢ is the latitude. For Kew at a latitude of
51°29' the maximum midwinter altitude of the sun i:'i
15°04'.

JhMtIW.fYJ~1r
rHuc:tlIJVl
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Figure, 33

If appropriate, Figure 32 may now be used, The
box within the figure shows the relationship
between privacy distance and roof pitch for an
angle of obstruction of 15°, In particular it illustrates
that decisions about roof pitch influence
overshading, particularly at close spacing.
In the case of dwellings which do not fit the
dimensions in Figure 32 (for example bungalows,
three storey houses, shallow depth houses) or
which are on sloping sites, a simple sectional
drawing may be prepared using the appropriate
sun angle projected from the sill of the shaded
house,
In the North of Britain where the maximum
mIdwinter altitude of the sun WIll be lower (1 lower
than at Kew for each degree of latitude north of
Kew) even greater attention WIll have to be paid to
.
avoiding overshading.

hnl1f /~Ii) ~rt'r.t&-, MtltMlI K"i1t1: Iltt- /~p...u
11M rAuwl1j uft'- ~ rhfl.nw ,Ni~/i

Figure 34

0

Lowe, R" ChapmM, J, and Everett, R" 1985, The Pennyland project, Report by the Open University Research Group to the
Energy Technology Support Unit, reference ETSU-S-1 046, HarwelL
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Other techniques for assessing overshadlng Include
shadow masks with a stereographic sun
•
path diagram to plot obstructions (Figures 35
and 36)
•

a solar envelope used to define a volume
that can be occupied without causing
overshading

•
•

photographic methods
a heliodon used with a physical block model
to cast shadows and allow rapid exploration
of alternative arrangements

•

computer-based graphical methods offering
the same facilities as the heliodon.
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The interaction of orientation and
overshading
It has already been shown above that houses
which rely on solar gains are more affected by
changes in orientation than conventional houses.
Similarly they are more likely to be affected by
overshading. And overshading and orientation can
interact in their effects on solar gains.
The InteractIon between orientation and
overshading was explored in the NBA Tectonics
study by simulating the case where a conventional
house and a solar house are shaded by a
continuous terrace at specific angles of
obstruction, across a range of orientations from
due west to due east. Figure 37, compiled from the
study, shows some of the results, from which the
folloWing conclusions may be drawn:
•
for both the conventional and the passive
solar house the effect of obstructions is
greatest when the houses are orientated due
south
•

the effect of overshading is greater for the
solar house than for the conventional house
for all orientations.
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Other conclusions drawn from the study were:
•
for the conventional house once an
obstruction angle of 20° is reached it ceases
to be beneficial to orientate It towards south
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for the passive solar house it continues to be
beneficial to orientate it towards south up to
and Including an angle of obstruction of 50°,
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Microclimatic planning and solar
access
The microclimate of a site can be assessed, and
this is usuaily done with a view to planning the
layout to create a sheltered environment,
particularly in terms of wind protection. If wind
speeds around buiidings are decreased then:
•
infiltration into and heat loss from a bUilding
can be reduced
•
the external ambient temperature can be
raised
The relationship between the benefits of designing
for solar access and those of designing to enhance
the microclimate remains unquantified. It is
possible that there may be conflict between some
soiar recommendations and some microclimatic
ones. For example, the spacing requirements for
solar access may conflict with the microclimatic
requirements for wind protection. In such cases a
trade-off will have to be made between the
conflicting recommendations.

!,Ol~~:s~~0~7d~;~~':;ed
*
,
,

for their
potential to provide layouts with good
solar access
sitelJ should be plaoned to enhance the
access of sunlight to habitable roomlJ
as many houses as possible should be of
a southerly orientation
as many houses as possible should be
placed to avoid causing overshadlng and
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e sou
eve opmen s WI a ow
solar access to the houses at the north
tall buildings should be positioned where
they will cause least overshadlng, by
being to the north, at corners of
developments and at road intersections

.' . terraces, which are the le8$t flexible
hOlJae form, should be positioned firat
and given the most favourable
orientations; lJami-detached or detached
houlJes are more flexible and may be
~~~:~:at~;.,~oads with less favourable
'.

*

.

*

avoid

10cati~g terra"es to have gardens

"
which are north· faCing and In permanent
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a s.unny

'any new trees should be carefully
selected and positioned to prevent
overshading.
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Room arrangement
The orientations given to rooms within a house will affect both how comfortable and
pleasant they are to live in and the energy consumption of the house.

There is no one set arrangement of rooms in a
house that will best exploit solar energy. In each
case, their arrangement will be influenced by a
host of factors beyond those concerned just with
comfort and energy efficlency, such as:
•
house type - detached, semi-detached,
terraced, bungalow, etc
•

floor area, especlally as this relates to
frontage and depth of plan

•

specific siting and planning considerations,
particUlarly:
- density of development
- access
-view
- privacy
~ external noise sources.

Designers' handling of these other factors will
affect the extent to which they can take advantage
of the solar energy available. The general rule to
follow is - arrange rooms to exploit the position of
the sun as it changes throughout the day.
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SECTION 3
Windows
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Window systems
The specification of a window system· its type of frame and type of glass· affects
its performance and influences both comfort and energy consumption in the house.

General requirements
The specification of a window system affects how
well It performs in providing:
o
sunlight
o

daylight

o
o

sound insulation
thermal insulation

o

ventilation
weathertightness.

o

Of these requirements, for a given window size,
o
sunlight, daylight and sound Insulation are
influenced mostly by the choice of glazing
o
ventilation and weathertlghtness are
influenced by the choice of frame
and
o
thermal insulation Is influenced by both
glazing and frame specifications.

Sound insulation
Requirements for sound insulation
o
between dwellings
o
between a dwelling and an external source
may affect your choice of window construction.
Advice on Keeping noise out of your house is
available In the Glazing Manual 1 and in BS Code of
Practice 153 Part 3: 1972 Windows and rooflights sound insulation.

The Building Regulations
Part L of the Building Regulations, which deals with
the conservation of heat and power, makes no
direct stipulation about window construction.
Instead there are restrictions on the total area of
window allowed, depending on the specification of
the glazing type, see page 50.

The Glass and Glazing Federation, 1988, The Glazing Manual, G&GF, London.
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Thermal performance of windows
Conventionally windows are regarded as weak
links in the thermal integrity of the external
envelope of houses because they lose more heat
than the walls:
•
by conduction through the frames
•

by conduction and radiation through the
glazing

•

by unwanted infiltration losses due to gaps
around opening lights and cracks between
the frame and wall through cold bridging
across the structural opening.

The level of heat losses through a window depends
on its:
•
exposure
•
•
•

size
frame type
glazing specification.

Under some circumstances, solar gains through
windows are also important. The energy balance
between heat losses and solar gains is discussed
on page 44.

Window frame performance
The thermal performance of a window frame
depends on:
•
Its degree of exposure
•

the rate at which it conducts heat

•

its weathertightness.

Exposure
Figure 40 gives values showing the Influence of
exposure on the thermal transmittance (U-vaiue) of
windows with different frame materials. The more
exposed a window is, the poorer its U-value
becomes.
Conductivity
The rate at which heat is conducted through a
frame depends on Its material and detailing. Wood
and UPVC are poor conductors of heat whiie
aiuminlum and steel are relatively good ones.
Hollow plastic frames are also poor conductors but
metal reinforcements in them may provide extra
paths for conductive losses.
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Some frames include a thermal barrier or break
between the component in contact with warm
room air and those In contact with cold outside air.
Where metal frames are selected, types with a
thermal break will not only reduce heat loss but
also reduce the risk of condensation on the frame
itself.
Figure 40 gives the thermal transmittance of
different frame milterials according to the
proportion of window area that they represent. It
shows that the proportion of window opening
taken up by a frame has a considerable influence
on the overall U-value of a window.
Weathertightness
Weathertightness reqUirements for windows are set
out In BS 6375 Part 1: 1983 The performance of
windows which gives separate classifications for:
•
air permeability
•
•

watertightness
wind resistance.

The purpose of these classifications is to assist in
the choice of windows for particular exposure
conditions.
Figure 41 shows classifications based on testing
procedures laid down in BS 5368 Methods for
testing windows.

Selecting window frames
A frame should be selected In accordance with BS
6375 when stringent levels of performance are
required. For example, where exposure Is severe, a
window achieving the specified levels of
performance at the following pressures should be
chosen:
•
at 600Pa in the air permeability test
•
at 300Pa In the watertightness test
•

at 2,300Pa In the wind resistance test.

Even in a moderate or sheltered situation, where
wind speeds are unlikely to cause permanent
damage that would reduce the performance of the
window, there are still benefits in selecting a
window with a performance higher than iald down
in BS 6375:
•
unwanted infiltration of cold air and loss of
warm air will be reduced
•
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draughts will be reduced, with the result that
comfort conditions can be reached at lower
air temperatures.
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If window frames are specified whose performance
has a high rating in wind resistance and air
permeability tests, it is not possible to rely on
adventitious ventilation around opening lights to
provide sufficient air changes In the house. Instead
specific arrangements have to be be made to
enable ventilation to occur, Adequate provision
should be made in the frames, in the form of
controlled or trickle ventilators, to provide
ventilation that can be regulated when windows
are closed, see Figure 42. Mechanical extracts
should be fitted in kitchens and bathrooms to
remove steam before It condenses and provides
the conditions necessary for mould growth. 1 A
humidistat can be Installed to measure the relative
humidity of the air and keep the extractor running
until moisture content is below the level set.
In fitting windows Into the structure, care should be
taken to avoid cold bridges. Whenever possible, a
form of construction should be chosen at lintels,
sills and jambs whIch has the same U-value as the
remainder of the wall. Local use of thermal
insulation can be used to reduce cold bridging
when, for example, steel lintels are used which
would otherwise provide a direct path between
Inside and outside, see Figures 43 and 44.
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Bullding Research Establishment, 1985, Surface condensation and mould growth in traditionally-built dwellings, BRE Digest 297,
BRE, Garston, Watford.
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Selecting glazing
Standards for glazing are set down in BS 6262
Code of Practice for Glazing for Buildings and in
the Glazing Manual.
Glass is a dense material which is a poor insulator it conducts indoor heat outwards in winter and
outdoor heat inwards in summer. However its
surface resistances are high so use of double or
triple glazing provides improved thermal insulation.
The U-values for a variety of glass types are given
in Figure 45. The rate of heat loss through a single
2
pane of glass (U-value 5.6 W/m K) is e;tbout ten
times that through a wall insulated to the 1985
Building Regulations standard (U-value 0.6).
Heat losses through the glass are not the only
consideration in selecting glazing, The orientation
of the window (see page 44), the severity of the
seasons (see page 17), and the heat gained from
lighting, people and equipment also need to be
taken into account.
For windows which receive direct sunlight, the
shading coefficient can be important, see Figure
46. This is a relative measure of the amount of solar
energy that is transmitted to the interior. Glass
which transmits 87% of the total incident solar
radiation is taken as the base for comparing other
glass types (this corresponds with clear glass of
between 3mm and 4mm thick). This is given a
shading coefficient of 1,00. The shading coefficient
of a glass provides a comparison between its solar
radiation transmission and that of single glazing.
So, just as its U.value is a measure of the amount
of heat transmitted by a window to the outside, the
shading coefficient of its glass Indicates the
proportion of incident solar radiation admitted
relative to single glazing.
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Designers who want to take advantage of solar
gains for heating need to select glazing which
•
has low heat losses
and
•
maintains a high transmission of solar energy,
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The relationship between these two factors forms
the basis for calculating what Is known as the
energy balance of a window, see page 44.
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How to improve the thermal
performance of windows
The balance between the heat losses and solar
gains of a single glazed window is poor throughout
the heating season, whatever Its orientation, But
the thermal performance of glazing can be
improved to levels above that of a single pane of
glass by the following means:
•
multiple glazing - adding one or more layers
of glass
•
•

coated glasses
gas-filled cavities,
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Multiple glazing
Multiple glazing improves the insulating properties
of a window by adding a layer (or layers) of
trapped air and introducing additional glass with
surface resistances, But soiar transmission is aiso
slightly reduced,
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If the panes of glass are not hermetically sealed at
their edges, water vapour can condense on the
inside of the outer pane as it does on single
glazing, Such units should have their cavity
ventilated to the outside to reduce the likelihood of
condensation,
Factory sealed units contain dry air so that
condensation cannot form inside the cavity and
dust cannot enter. Variations in the external air
pressure and temperature subject the units to
stresses which, in time, tend to break down their
edge seals,
In sealed units, heat has to be transferred by
radiation and convection to cross the air space(s),
So the width of the air space in multiple glazing
affects thermal transmittance, The optimum width
of cavity for all types of glass is about 20mm, see
Figure 47, Beyond this size, a wider cavity allows
air to circuiate more freely, When this happens, air
in contact with the warm sheet of glass rises and
air in contact with the cold sheet settles, So a
cyclical movement of air is established, This
moving air transports the heat from the warm to
the coid glass,
Figure 47 shows, among other things, that:
•
double glazing with a 15mm air space is
equivaient to triple glazing with air spaces of
3mm
•

low emissivity double glazing is better than
triple glazing for cavity widths above 8mm
(and will be lighter in weight and of less
overall thickness)
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•

triple glazing composed of 6 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 6
(total width 26mm) has a better U-value than
double glazIng of the same overall width
composed of 6 + 14 + 6, although itwlll be
heavier and more expensive.

Installing double or triple glazing improves the
energy balance and therefore the thermal
performance of a window. It also Improves
occupants' comfort. Because multiple glazing
results In higher temperatures in the inner pane of
glass, the amount of heat radiated back Into a
room will be greater than with single glazing. So it
is no longer uncomfortable to be be near a window
on cold days, see Figure 48. Comfort conditions
can also be achieved at lower room air
temperatures which can lead to energy savings.

Figure 48

Coated glasses
The heat absorbIng and radiating characteristics
(termed emittance) of the two glass surfaces
facing towards the air cavity will affect the rate at
which heat is radiated across it Special coatings
applied to the surface of glass can reduce its
emissivity and so improve Its insulation value.
Low emissivity coatings, commonly called low-E,
maintain a high transmission In the short
wavelength end of the spectrum where solar
radiation is concentrated and so allow a high
proportion of it to pass through. ThIs short
wavelength radiation is absorbed by the floor, walls
and furnishings of the room, and then re-radlated
at longer wavelengths. A low emissivity coating
causes long wavelength radiation to be reflected
back into the room and so reduces outward heat
losses.
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The U-value of a double glazing unit with low
2
emissivity coating is about 2.0 W/m K compared
with 3.0 for Its clear glass equivalent. Low
emissivity coatings result in a surface temperature
of the inner pane of glass only 1 or 2°C below room
temperature, so improving comfort, see Figure 49,
The light transmission of a sealed coated unit is in
the range 60-75% as compared with 75-80% for an
ordinary sealed unit. This small reduction in Ifght
transmission has a neglfgible effect on the level of
daylight.
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Gas-filled cavities
By filling the cavities of multiple glazing units with
certain gases, such as argon, their insulation is
improved. The mix of gases in the air space affects
the rate of heat transfer, For example, heat flow
through a multiple glazed unit is reduced by 14%
when the air space Is filled with Krypton. A
reduction of as much as 20% may be possible by
using carbon dioxide.
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Window orientation
Decisions about the orientation of windows affect the energy consumption of a
house. But what specifications for windows should be used and where should they
be positioned to minimise consumption?

General requirements
The 1985 Building Regulations make no
stipulations about window orientation. But the
BSI's 0067: 1980 Basic data for the design of
buildings - sunlight recommends that living
rooms, and possibly bedrooms, should receive
three hours of sunlight on March 1st. This Is
intended as a minimum. Where circumstances
permit or where solar heat is to be used In the
winter, then 0067 recommends that a more
generous provision (preferably based on statisticai
expectation of hours of sunlight) shouid be
considered.
If fuller use Is to be made of solar energy by the
direct gain method, prolonged exposure to
Intense sunshine in rooms used as collection
spaces will occur. This can have effects on both
occupants and their possessions, see page 58.
In spaces that receive sunshine, windows shouid
also be located to give solar radiation access to
sufficient thermal mass (see page 80) so that
energy can be stored:
to even out excessive swings in dally
•
temperature at any time of year
and
to avoid summer overheating.
•

The energy balance of windows
The location of windows should also be considered
in terms of their energy balance. This depends on
the rate of heat loss through a window minus any
heat gains through it. Windows with different
orientations have very different energy balances
because of the varying quantities of direct and
diffuse solar radiation failing on them. The dally
energy balances for unobstructed vertical single
glazing for different orientations are shown In
Figures 50 to 53. These diagrams are drawn from
Wilberforce's theoretical study based on
meteorologlcai data for Bracknell (51' 23'N, A'
1
47'W) during the period 1967to 1973. An internal
temperature of 18'C, averaged over 24 hours, with
curtains not closed at night, has been assumed.

Wilberforce, R., 1976, The energy balance of windows, Building Services Engineer, Vol. 43, No, 12, pages 241~243.
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North-facing windows
These have a negative energy balance, see Figure
50, because over the heating season they allow
more heat to escape from inside the house than
they admit from diffuse solar radiation. Computer
modelllng conducted for ETSU shows a distinct
relationship between a house's area of north-faclng
glazing and its requirement for auxiliary heating,
1
see Figure 54. If the area of north-faclng glazing is
reduced, the requirement for auxiliary heating
drops significantly.
The clear message from this piece of computer
modelling is that, where possible, windows placed
on the north side of a house should be kept to a
minimum. In practice, the size of north-facing
windows Is likely to be affected by factors other
than energy co'nsumption, such as daylighting and
ventilation requirements, the need for views, and
external appearance,

7hf' fH~fitc~JhAp bttWffr/ nt},Tt1 fttC/~f
JIlt Z.fYJ(j ~ 1fJ4ctr hf~;J1
Figure 54

South-facing windows
Over the heating season, south-facing windows
which are double glazed or better can have a
positive energy balance. Even if it is not possible
to fit glazing of this quality, it can still be desirable
to concentrate any large areas of glazing on the
south side of a house because windows In this
position benefit most from solar gain, see Figure 17.
The extent to which a south-facing window makes
a positive contribution to reducing requirements for
auxllary heating in a house depends on:
•
its construction - single/double glazing, frame
type, weatherstripping, see page 37
•
•
•

its area, see page 50
how people use it (particularly for ventilation)
and
the temperature and duration of heating
maintained within the room,

Wilberforce's theoretical study, like CAP Sclentific's
computer modelling conducted for the Energy
Technology Support Unit, suggests that double
glazed south-facing windows in a house heated to
a constant temperature can be a source of net
energy gain for ten months of the year, see FIgure
51. Only December and January show net energy
losses. But even these windows, which have a net
positive annual energy balance, lose energy in the
middle of the heating season,

Energy Technology Support Unit, 1984, Passive solar study group: windows, ETSU, Harwell.
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East and west-facing windows
Windows with these orientations receive 35% less
solar radiation than south-facing ones in total
during the heating season, see Figure 17. Because
of this, they are net energy losers over the whole of
the heating season, see Figures 52 and 53, unless
low-E double or triple glazing is specified. To
reduce energy consumption, windows placed on
east and west elevations should be kept to a
minimum - unless their area is thoughtfully
considered and their specification up-graded so as
to improve their energy balance.

"Effective U-values"
The glazing areas permitted by the 1985 Building
Regulations, see page 50, are calculated on the
basis of conventional U- values. These only take
account of heat loss through a window due to
conduction from Its warm to its cold side. No
consideration Is given in the Regulations to other
factors which affect a window's energy balance.
The concept of modified or effective U-values has
been developed, and popularised in the UK by
Pllklngtons, to provide a simple method of
recognising the significance of two way energy
flows across a window. An effective U-value is a
conventional one modified to allow for usable solar
radiation failing through a window during the
heating season.
Figure 55 shows Pilkington's original estimates of
the effective U-values of different window systems
In relation to orientation. 1 Figure 56 shows the
results of their more recent calculations to model
the same effect. 2 Here the equation employed
contained a utilisation factor to allow secondary
influences (such as thermal storage and mass,
ventilation rates, internai gains and heating
schedules) to be taken Into account.
The two Figures differ as to the precise degree of
difference between conventional and effective
U-values. But they agree about the direction of the
effect. As before, these studies offer a clear
message. They both suggest that, once the
influence of solar radiation is included, south (or
southerly) facing glazing has a much superior
energy balance to other orientations.
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Button D" 1982, Energy options for housing design: glazing options, Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Vol. 89,
j

No. 10.
2

Owens, P., 1984, Low emissivity coatings on glass in windows, UK·1SES Conferenoe Proceedings (C38) I Coatings for energy
efficiency and solar applications, pages 11 "21,
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Orientatiop and energy
consumption
Southerly orientations, free from obstructions and
overshading by trees or other buildings, are to be
preferred if maximum use IS to be made of solar
radiation during the winter. Of course, not all
windows can face south. Neither can they be
completely unobstructed. The effects of other
orientations and of various degrees of skyline
obstruction are shown in Figure 57.
This figure is based on computer simulations of the
Linford houses at Milton Keynes conducted by
CAP Scientific. These suggest that windows
intended to provide useful solar gain should
preferably be orientated within 30 0 of south. 1
Where this is not possible, orientations up to 45°
either side of south realise half the possible solar
gain. Modest obstructions, of up to 10°, are not
significant. But, once the angle of obstruction has
reached 25°, the potential solar benefits are
reduced to less than half the unobstructed value.
However, other computer simulations of a
conventional and a passive solar house conducted
by BRE suggest that domestic energy
consumption is fairly insensitive to variations in
2
orientation between +1- 45° of south. Such
variations alter the total amount of solar radiation
falling through windows by only about 5 to 10%.
Similar conclusions about the relative
unimportance of orientation for energy
consumption were drawn from a third set of
computer simulations of low energy houses
3
conducted for BRE by CAP Scientific and from
studies of the passive solar houses at Pennyland in
Milton Keynes by the Energy Research Group of
the Open Unlversity4, see Figure 58.

Figure 57
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The orientation of a house has less effect on its
energy consumption than the levels of insulation
specified for the opaque elements in its external
envelope. In addition, computer simulations,
conducted by CAP Scientific for the BRE study of
low energy houses cited earlier, suggest that the
effect of changes in orientation on consumption is
reduced as the Insulation value of the opaque
elements is increased.
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Milbank, N" 1986, The potenllal for passive solar energy In UK housing, PO 102/86, Building Research Establishment, Garston,
Watford.
Bloomfield, D., 1987 t lEA Task VIII· Dooumentation of parametrlo study, Building Researoh Establishment, Garston, Watford.
Nielsen, 0., 1984, Options on energy, Arohltects Journal, Vol. 179, No. 21, pages 47-62.
Lowe, R., Chapman, J. and Everett, R., 1(:'85, The Pennyland project, Report by the Open University Energy Research Group to
the Energy Technology Support Unit, Contract No. E5NCON/1046/174/040.

The findings of all these computer simulations of
the effect of orientation on energy consumption are
not unequivocal. This is not surprising, The studies
are not strictly comparable, They each model
different houses. And each set of simulations is
based on slightly different sets of assumptions. At
present, it is probably safest to conclude that
orientation can be Important, depending on how
window area is distributed between elevations, see
page 50, But it may be less important than the
U-value of walls and roofs. And it seems to become
less important as these values are Improved.
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Window area
The glazing placed on each elevation will have different effects on energy
consumption, depending on its area and its orientation. How much glazing should
be put on each facade to optimise energy consumption?

The Building Regulations
No stipulations are made in the Building
Regulations 1985 about about permitted areas of
glazing for different orientations. Instead Part L of
the Regulations simply states that, where single
glazing Is installed, the aggregated area of
windows and roofllghts shall be no more than 12%
of external wall area, Figure 59,
Table 1 In Section A 1.1 of Part L2/3 stipulates that
areas which are double glazed may have up to
twice the single glazed area, see Figure 60.
Likewise areas which are double glazed with a low
emissivity coatIng or triple glazed may have up to
three times the permitted single glazed area, see
Figure 61, The areas used in this calculation should
be those between the finished Internal faces of the
building. Section A 1.1 of Part L2/3 specifies the
other conditions governing this calculation,
Procedure 3 of the Regulations describes
calculated trade-offs which permit other ways of
increasing window areas. This Involves:
•
first calculating the rate of heat loss through
elements of the building allowed if the
stipulated U-values and percentage glazed
areas are followed
•
this establishes the allowable heat losses
through the fabric elements
•
then larger areas of (for example, double)
glazing can be proposed which do not
exceed the allowable heat loss,
Trade-offs can also be made between walls and
roof U-values so long as the allowable heat loss is
not exceeded. A similar trade-off can be made
between glazed and opaque areas. So, If a
proposed wall construction has a better U-value
than that required by the Regulations, the
percentage of glazing may be increased to the
point at which the calculated rate of heat loss is no
greater than if the stIpulated maximum U-values of
opaque and glazed elements had been used. In
practice, this means that where triple glazing is
employed (and depending on how window area is
distributed between elevations), the Regulations
may allow completely glazed south-facing facades
to be used, see page 55.
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The lintel, jamb and sill of a window must either be
designed to comply with the U-value of the
remainder ofthe wall or be included as part of the
window area, see Section A 1.1 (t).

Building costs and window area
So the 1985 Building Regulations contain
procedures which allow the glazed area, as a
percentage of the external envelope of a house, to
be increased. But is it worthwhile to do so?
.
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Davis, Belfield & Everest have produced an
elemental breakdown of building costs for
housing 1, see Figure 62. This shows that opaque
elements in external walls typically account for
appproximately 10 to 20% of total construction
costs. Windows and external doors usually only
account for half or a third as much, ie. between
about 5 to 15%. However, in the passive solar
designs produced for ETSU's House Design
Studies 1, the total cost of windows was about the
same as the total cost for the opaque wall elements.
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Traditionally, windows occupy about 15 to 20% of
the exposed wall area of British dwellings, see
Figure 4. Any increase in this proportion is likely to
Increase building costs. Even single glazing in a
standard softwood frame is 1.5 times more
expensIve per square metre than the insulated wall
it replaces.

Davis, Belfield & Everest Consultancy Group, 1986, Newbuild design studIes: summary of quantitative data from the cost
analysis project, Report to the Energy Technology Support Unit, DB&E, London.
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Improvi'1f.! the insulation value of a wall from 0.6 to

0,3 W/m K increases its cost by about 15%, see
Figure 63, Improving the insulation value of glazing
Is more expensive, as Davis, Belfield & Everest's
casted comparison of window systems shows, see
FIgure 64. Double glazing In a standard softwood
frame can cost up to half as much again. However,
the cost of windows Installed in a cavIty wall
decreases as the window area increases, see
Figure 65. As these figures reveal, there are no
grounds - at least in terms of initial costs - for
increasing window area as a proportion of the
external envelope.
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The optimum area for south-facing glazing

\

Nevertheless, is it worth Increasing south-facing
window area in an attempt to cut running costs by
reducing expenditure on energy?
Single glazing on a south facade is a net heat loser
over the heating season in houses with typical
internal temperatures. So there are no grounds for
increasing south-facing window area if single
glazing is installed.

\
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Double glazing (or single glazing where night
insulating shutters are consistently operated) is
thermally neutral over the whole of the heating
season, Ie. heat loss and gains are approximately
equal. So varying the proportion of double glazing
in a well-Insulated south-facing facade is unlike to
have a dramatic effect on a house's annual heating
requirement.
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BRE has conducted computer simulations of the
effect of increasing the glazed percentage of a
south.faclng elevation for a conventional, private
developer's middle market semi-detached house of
2
80m , see Figure 66. 1 Here the original
south-facing elevation contains 18% glazing and
the house is assumed to be heated between
07,00-23.00 and sited at Kew, Figure 67 shows the
results of this modelling. Increasing the
south-facing window area to 30% (of the
south-facing wall) brought a 1% reduction in
annual heating requirement. Increasing it to 50%
brought about a 4% reduction,
From the slope of the graph in Figure 67, there
would appear to be no obvious optimum area for
double glaZing on south- facing facades. With each
Increase in area, a small Improvement in energy
consumption is obtained.
Similar predictions of the effect of increasing
south-facing window area on energ~ consumption
have been published by Pilkingtons for one room
of a house sited In Glasgow, see Figure 68.
These two studies are not directly comparable,
They employ different computer models to
simulate different situations, using different
assumptions, But they suggest similar conclusions
about south-facing window area. They broadly
agree about the direction of the effect.
Both predict only modest energy savings. Energy
consumption is suggested to be fairly insensitive to
changes in the area of south-facing windows where
double glazing is used. As Figure 67 shows, with
triple glazing, the savings are more significant.

Figure 66
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Button, D., 1982, Energy options for housing design:
glaZing options, Journal of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, Vol. 89, No. 10.
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Figure 67

Bloomfield, D., 1987, lEA Task VIII- Documentation of
parametric study, Building Research EstablIshment
Garston, Watford.
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Computer simulations conducted for the Haslam
Homes house at Energy World, Milton Keynes, see
Figure 69, predict that, once designers have
access to window systems with:
2
•
U-values of about 0.5W/m K (such as
quadruple glazing argon filled sealed units)
and
•
a solar transmission of 0,5,
then any increase in the area of south-facing
glazing up to 100% may reduce annual energy
consumptlon,1

In practice, factors other than energy consumption
are likely to be just, if not more, critical in deciding
window area. For example, where south-facing
walls have more than 20% glazing, the BRE's
simulations cited above predict that overheating
may, on occasion, be severe for bUildings of
conventional British construction" unless specific
measures are taken to prevent or control 1t, see
page 80.

Figure 69

The balance between north and south-facing
glazing
The simulation studies cited so far suggest that
there Is little value in increasing either:
•
a house's overall area of glazing
or
•
simply the glazed percentage of Its
south-facing elevation.

But, if the overall area of glazing is kept constant, Is
it worth:
•
reducing the area facing north
and
•
redistributing the saved glazing from the north
to the south?
This strategy was adopted by Greenberg &
Hawkes in their design to reduce the energy
2
consumptIon of Wlmpey's Supawarm houses.
Their design had less glazing than the Wlmpey
original, resulting in a cheaper building envelope.
North- facing glazing was also reduced, leaving a
greater proportion to be orientated to the south,
see Figure 70. Computer simulation showed that
selective double glazing to the north and east
windows was more cost effective than inclUding
the south-facing ones as well,
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Figure 70

Littler, J. & Ruyssevelt, P., 1986, The role of thermal mass in UK housing, in The efficient use of energy in buildings, 2nd
UK-ISES Conference (C46), UK·ISES, London.
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BRE has also conducted computer simulations to
test the effect of this strategy. The standard
developer's house (described earlier, see page 54)
originally had equal areas of glazing on its north
and south elevations. BRE modelled the effect of
reducing the northern window area to 10%. This
led to a predicted saving of 0.4% of the annual
heating requirement. Transferring the window area
taken from the north to the south-facing elevation
produced a further reduction of 2%.
So a small cut in consumption (which requires no
additional Initial cost) can be achieved by reducing
north-facing glazing and redistributing the window
area saved to an elevation facing due south. But,
for other orientations, this strategy is more
questionable. For houses orientated up to +/ -45°
of south, reductions in consumption will still be
made but they wlll be smaller, falling to 1.5% at 45°
in the south of England. For houses orientated
more than +/ -45° of south, redistributing glaZing
area In this way will worsen energy performance,
see Figure 71.
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Greenberg, S. and Hawkes, 0 .. 1984, Report on Wlmpey passive design study, ETSU Passive Solar Programme, Greenberg &
HaWkes, London.
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SECTION 4
Glass shading, insulation and thermal mass
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Overheating and the effects of direct sunshine
Sunshine is not always wanted inside houses, especially in the summer. And, even
during the heating season, sitting in direct sunshine is not always a pleasant
experience. Consideration should be given to steps to avoid both these conditions.

General requirement
One of the main challenges of expioiting solar
energy is controlling daily and seasonal
fluctuations in air temperature in rooms that are
sunlit. If this is not done successfully, important
consequences can follow:
•
occupants become uncomfortable on ciear,
sunny days - especially during the summer
but even during the heating season
•

they may pull curtains or blinds - if they do
this during the heating season, potentially
usefui solar gain may be lost

•

they may open windows to induce extra
ventilation - if they do this during the heating
season, purchased heat and potentially useful
solar gain Is lost.

This unwanted chain of events can be avoid by a
combination of design strategies:
•
properly sized windows
•
•

shading, preferably external
a balanced use of thermal mass

•

a responsive heating system and controls.

Summer overheating
Overheating due to solar gains has not been
reported as a major problem In Britain in houses
with conventional areas of glazing, see page 55.
And there is little documented evidence about this
phenomenon in houses with enlarged
southerly-facing windows. There Is, however,
evidence of very high temperatures in
conservatories, see page 91.
in the Pennyland scheme (currently the only
reported monitoring in this country of houses with
increased southerly glazing), it was concluded that
summertime overheating is not a significant
problem where:
•
glazing is 40% or less of the south facade
and
1
•
buildings are of medium weight constructioll.

Lowe, R., Chapman, J and Everett, R., 1985, The Pennyland projeot, Open University Energy Researoh Group, Report for the
Energy Technology Support Unit, Contract No. E5A/CON/1946/174/040.
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However, computer simulations conducted by BRE
suggest that overheating is likely to be severe
(defined as above 25 C for 10% of the time) in
south·facing living rooms where
•
windows are more than 20% of the wall area
and
•
the building is of conventional masonry
constructlon. 1 Large windows on the east and
west facades are also predicted to cause
overheating problems at specific times of the
day.
D

The effects of direct sunshine
Southerly-facing glazing, even if it does not
produce overheating (in terms of excessive air
temperatures), may cause other adverse effects:
•
discomfort to occupants (glare or heat stress)
•
fading or even fire risk to furniture and fittings
because of the intensity of direct sunshine.
The former can be dealt with, like overheating, by
the use of shading devices, To avoid the latter,
textured window glass (such as hand-spun bullion
and Flemish glass panes) should not be specified
for doors or windows subject to direct sunshine,2

1
2

Bloomfield, D" 1987, lEA Task 8 • Documentation of parametric study, Building Research Establishment, Garston, Watford,
Goldstone, B" 1982, Hazards from the ooncentration of solar radiation by textured window glass, BUilding Research
Establishment Report, Department of Environment, HMSO, London.
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Occupants and shading/insulating devices
Few households in Britain currently use external blinds or shutters. Nearly all use
some form of internal covering at their windows. Where glazing is designed to
exploit solar radiation, careful thought must be given to how occupants' use of
window coverings will affect its energy balance.

The effectiveness of devices
There is little documented evidence available about
how window shading and InSUlating devices are
used in practice. A study of measurements made
at 70 passive solar houses across the USA
concluded that the usefulness of such devices Is
highly dependent on how frequently and how well
they are used. 1 Movabie window insulation, for
example, has to be operated properly for at least
70% of the time if any net energy benefit is to be
gained. It is suggested that this makes the viability
of manually operated devices questionable. Unless
consistent and appropriate use can be assured,
up-grading the energy performance of the glazing
itself Is presented as a more efficient and
cost-effective strategy.

Window coverings and privacy
Typical window coverings in Britain are translucent
net curtains and/or opaque fabric ones. Both are
usually employed to improve privacy. Net curtains
prevent outsiders from looking in during the
daytime. Opaque curtains offer the same
protection at night. The latter may also be
employed, on occasion, to intercept unwanted
sunshine. But curtains are only thought of
secondarily, if at all, as a means of reducing heat
loss.
What is known about the use of shading and
Insulation devices in Britain comes from the
monitoring of passive solar houses In Milton
2
Keynes. There the energy savings realised from
south-facing glazing were, In practice, smaller than
predicted because of occupants' use of window
coverings. The solar absorption of windows was
reduced by the presence of net curtains,
half-drawn blinds and insulating shutters. A parallel
Investigation revealed that, given the particular
layout of the Pennyland housing (where large
windows to habitable rooms face on to public

Swisher, J" Bishop, R. and Frey, D" 1983, Effectiveness of movable window insulation in passive solar homeS Report by the
National Association of Home Builders Research Foundation to the US Department of Energy, Rockville, Maryland,
Everett, R" Horton, A., Daggart, J. and Willoughby, J., 1985, Linford low energy houses, Report by the Open University Energy
Research Group 10 the Energy Technology Support Unit, Report No, ETSU-S-l025, Harwell, axon.
j
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circulation areas), residents chose the increased
privacy offered by nets and curtains rather than the
reduced fuel bills offered by uncluttered windows. 1
A Dutch study of occupants' reactions to roller
shutters found an unwillingness to accept them as
a valid substitute for traditional window coverings
such as nets or curtalns. 2 Roller shutters were
disliked for a range of functional, aesthetic and
social reasons beyond simple expense. And these
are findings which would probably be repeated in a
UK study.
Designers who specify shading or Insulation
devices that require the intervention of occupants
need to think about their design and use. Proper
attention needs to be paid to:
•
the layout of sites and the Internal
arrangement of houses to avoid problems of
privacy in rooms or conservatories where
glazing Is intended to trap solar gain
•

occupants' own needs and priorities (which
may place less emphasis on reduced energy
consumption than other aspects of their
domestic lives such as avoidance of
overlooking)

•

occupants' understanding of how to operate
devices, especially since (even if they have
encountered them before) they are unlikely to
have thought of them specifically as
mechanisms for improving the energy
baiance of windows.

.2

Mlekle, S, (ed,), 1984, SocIal survey; Pennyland residents, Milton Keynes Development Corporation, Saxon House, Milton
Keynes,
Dubbled, M. (ed.), 1984, Energy saving by using roller shutters, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels.
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An occupants' manual
To provide occupants with information on:
how to use shading and insulation devices
•
and
how to operate their heating systems without
•
incurring energy penaities,
designers can provide them with an instruction
manual.'

This would:
•
describe the design of their home
•
explain how it is meant to perform in terms of
environmentai conditions delivered and
energy consumed
•

offer advice on servicing and maintenance
and
give guidance on what to do in the case of
malfunctions and repairs,

•

Points to remember
•

,

movable Insulation may be less efficient
and cost effective than up-gradlnllthe
energy performance of glazing Itself
automatic or motori,sed shading or
insulation devices are likely to be more
effectiVe than manual ones but only
specify them If the system is very simple,
reliable and the cost Is reasonable
before installing or recommending
manual dellices, give careful
consideration to whether occupants are
likely to operate them in ways compatible
with reduced energy consumption

•

•

'if manual or motorlsed devices are
Installed, make sure that they are as,
convenient to use as possible
provide simple and clear Instructions to
occupants about the operation of any
movable shading ot insulation devices
(automatic, motorised or manual);
stressing the need for appropriate daily
operation If insulation Is to provide an
energy benefit.

Building Research Establishment, 1987, Pre~design and post-construction issues, Design Information Booklet 8, Passive and
Hybrid Solar Low Energy Buildings, International Energy Agenoy, BRE, Gerston, Watford
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External shading devices
Shading devices can be used to exclude unwanted solar radiation. They are more
effective if they are installed outside rather than inside glazing.

General requirements
The diurnal energy balance of glazing in the
summer, especially daytime heat gains (as
opposed to night-time losses), can be Important to
occupants' comfort. Excessive heat gains can be
avoid by installing a shading device. The
effectiveness of these depends principally on their:
•
position
and
•
shading coefficient
although other factors such as orientation,
exposure and the temperature difference across
the window are also Important.
Shading devices are most effective when they are
located outside glazing since unwanted solar
radiation is best intercepted and excluded before it
reaches the glass.
The shading coefficient of a device Is a relative
measure of the amount of solar energy falling on it
which is transferred to a building's interior, see
page 40. So a device with a shading coefficient of
0.2, for example, means that it permits 20% of the
solar radiation incident on it to pass through.
External shading devices can be:
•
part of the roof
•
part of the wall in which a window stands
•

part of the window system itself.

For example, shading from solar radiation can be
achieved using:
•
roof overhangs
•

sun screens or louvres

•

awnings or blinds

•

shutters.

The further south a building is located (in the
northern hemisphere), the more important shading
east and west windows becomes while the need
for south-facing shading grows less so. This is
because the high altitude of the summer sun In
southern latitudes which results in less direct solar
radiation failing on south-facing windows, see
Figure 16.
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Roof overhangs
South-facing windows are most effectively shaded
from summer solar gains by horizontal projections,
such as roof overhangs, which shade the surface
of a window from direct radiation. During the
winter, they allow winter sun to reach windows
when solar gain is needed.
The effect of a projection depends upon its
geometry. Figure 72 illustrates this for a simple
overhang above a south-facing window for the
winter and summer solistlces. Because the sun's
movement is symmetrical around June 21,
south-facing horizontal projections which shade
glazing in the summer wHl also partly shade it in
cooler months (March and April) when the sun
might be welcome. So, unless carefully planned to
suit their specific orientation and latitude, fixed
horizontal projections cut off potentially useful
solar radiation in the autumn and spring.

A graphical method for establishing the depth of
roof overhang required for specific roof pitches at
particular latitudes can be found in the Solar angle
1
reference manual.
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East and west-facing windows are more effectively
shaded from solar gains when the sun is low In the
sky by vertical projections, such as fixed or
movable louvres.
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External louvres
The effectiveness of horizontal louvres in shading a
window also depends upon their geometry. But the
reflectivity of their material is important as well .
Their geometry determines how high the sun must
be above the horizon before the louvres block all
the direct sunlight. Their reflectivity determines how
much light penetrates Indirectly by being reflected
off the surface of the louvres, see Figure 73.
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Figure 73
If air can circulate between a shading device and
the glazing, and if the latter is completely shaded
from direct sunlight, then solar heat gain can be
reduced by as much as 80%.2

1
2

Sibson, R., 1983, Solar angle reference manua), John Wiley & Sons, New York.
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers. 1967. ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals.
AS HRAE , New York, p. 485.
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External awnings
The capacrty of a external awning to shade a
window from the sun is dependent on how opaque
its material is to both direct and diffuse radiation,
The surface of an awning should be a light colour
to minimise the amount of sunlight absorbed. Solar
energy absorbed by the shading device raises its
temperature. This heat can be transferred to the
window in two ways
•
by radiation
and
•
by raising the air temperature between the
device and the glazing.

Light coloured materials are more effective
because they stay cooler and transfer less heat to
the window, see Figure 74,1
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Hastings, R S & Crenshaw, R" '1977, Window designs to conserve energy, NBS Building Science Series 104, National Bureau of
Standards, Washington DC,
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To be effective, an awning must be designed to
provide adequate coverage of the window area for
its specific orientation. A south-facing window only
needs a minimal horizontal projection to be
completely shaded throughout the day in the
summer, But the sides of the awning should be
closed to prevent the sun from shining in from
either end in the morning and afternoon, see
Figure 75. East or west- facing windows need an
awning which extends further down in order to
provide protection from low angle sun, again
especially early in the morning or late In the
afternoon.

External blinds
The performance of a translucent material used in
a shading device can be described In terms of Its
solar gain factor which is made up of:
•
the fraction of the solar radiation falling on a
material that passes through it
pius
•
the energy absorbed by the material and then
re-radiated into the building,

Solar gain factors are latitude dependent. Figure 76
gives values for the UK of various types of
material. 1

Figure 75
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These can provide shading from summer sun and
reduce winter heat loss through windows.
Horizontal slats on a roller can be housed at the
head of a window or at the ridge of a conservatory.
These can be lowered to form an opaque barrier to
summer sun, blocking both direct and diffuse solar
radiation. Blinds can be lowered with slats open to
cut off sunlight but allow circulation of air to
dissipate heat absorbed by the blind,
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In the winter, they can be lowered with slats closed
to trap air between the blind and the glazing to act
as an additional insulating layer. At night, which is
the period of greatest heat loss, closed blinds
proVide added insulation, decrease exposure to
the cold night sky, and further reduce heat loss.

Achard, , P, and Glcquei, R, (eds), 1986, European Passive Solar Handbook. Commission of the European Communities,
Brussels,
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External shutters
Like external blinds, external shutters have the
advantage that, if occupants operate them as
intended (see page 60), they can provide shade in
the summer and reduce heat loss and infiltration in
the winter. Like blinds, a shutter's shading
performance depends upon how well heat
absorbed by it is dissipated to outside air, Louvres
which can be adjusted to block the sun but allow
air to circulate improve shading performance. They
are reported to be 30% more effective than similar
Internal shading devices. 1
Winter heat loss through a window with closed
shutters Is reduced because the air space between
shutter and glass proVides additional resistance to
outward heat flow. A shutter's Insulating
performance depends on the air tightness of the
space between it and the glazing it covers. This
conflicts with shading requirements, Pivoting
louvres which can be opened and closed meet
both needs, However even fixed open louvres
reduce winter heat loss by
•
sheltering the insulating film of air at the outer
surface of the glass from the scouring action
of the wind
and
•
reducing infiltration through window cracks.

Achard, P, & Gicquel, R. (eds), 1986, European Passive Solar Handbook, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels,
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Internal shading and insulation devices
Traditional window coverings, such as curtains and blinds, are not an effective way
of excluding unwanted solar gain. But they can help reduce night time heat loss.

Internal shading devices
External shading devices are more effective than
internal ones. When the sun shines on a shading
device inside glazing, a proportion of its energy Is
transmitted or absorbed and then re-radlated to
other room surfaces. While the uncomfortable
experience of direct sunshine may be avoided,
unwanted heat gain within the room still occurs.
The effectiveness of an Internal device is mainly
determined by the solar energy which is:
•
reflected
•
•

absorbed
and
transmitted.

A increased proportion of unwanted solar radiation
can be rejected by an internal shading device if its
surface facing the glazing has a low emissivity. This
will then reflect near Infrared radiation which the
glazing will re-transmit to the outside.
During the heating season, shading or insulation
devices should be opened when glazing is sunlit to
allow solar radiation into the interior. Where
devices are left closed, they will absorb the heat,
much of which is then re-radiated straight back to
the glass.
During daylight hours in the heating season,
shading or insulating devices should be stored
clear of the window area so that penetration of
solar radiation is not impeded. Even curtains
(Whose primary purpose is not to alter a window's
energy balance but to provide privacy) are best
fitted to a track which allows them to be opened
clear of the window in order to allow all available
sunlight into the room If and when it is wanted.
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Internal insulation devices
Although inefficient at preventing undesired solar
gain, movable window insulation can be a cheap
and effective method of reducing heat lost through
glazing by:
•
conduction
and
•
air infiltration.
Movable insulation reduces conductive losses by
trapping a volume of air which is a poor conductor
of heat, see Figure 77. However, unless cracks
around glazing are tightly sealed, heat is also
carried to the outside by air escaping around the
frame,
Infiltration losses can be considerable. For
example, it has been estimated that a poorly fitting
single glazed window can lose twice as much heat
by infiltration as through Its glazed area by
conduction. 1
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Figure 77

The amount of heat lost by such air leakage
depends on
•
the size of the cracks around the frame
and
•
external wind speed and direction,
Computer simulation suggests that, In a typical
house in the UK, 40% of all Infiltration losses are
due to leakage around closed windows. 1
Weatherstripping is an effective method of
reducing infiltration, see page 38, Movable
Insulation which has well sealed edges can also
reduce infiltration losses If it fits tightly between
window reveals. The effect of a trapped volume of
air is increased If the edges of a device are sealed
since this prevents convection currents inside the
room from circulating across the window. Such
insulation should be put in place in the evenings
and throughout the night since these are significant
periods of heat loss. If left open, insulating devices
may cause part of the wall they cover to remain
cool and result in condensation,

Nets, lightweight and insulating
curtains
Little is known about the effect of the use of
curtains in occupied houses on comfort conditions
or energy consumption. But their performance in a
test-cell has been investigated in Britain. 1 This
Ruyssevelt, P, & Littler, J" 1985, Movable window Insulation, School of Building, Polytechnic of Central London, Final Report to
the CommIssion of European Communities, EUR 9996 EN, Brussels,
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study found that, when closed, lightweight curtains
are ineffective for shading purposes - almost half
the solar radiation failing on glazing is transmitted
into the room since the curtain operates as a solar
collector, see Figure 78.
Nor are net curtains an effective means of reducing
heat loss. The material In them typically fills less
than 30% of the window area which they cover. As
a result, they reduce heat loss through a window
by radiative transfer by less than 10%, see Figure
79.
These test cell measurements suggest that drawing
curtains at night can have a very significant effect
on window heat loss. They show that lightweight
curtains can reduce it by nearly 20%, while
heavyweight ones (with a thermal lining) can do so
by 40%. However, North American studies suggest
that, when closed, both insulated and un-Insulated
curtains have similar effects on a window's rate of
heat loss if their edges are not seaied. Figure 80
shows measured results from a North American
test-cell study of the 'winter effectiveness' - ie. the
percentage reduction In heating costs - of three
types of curtains, including one foam-backed
variety sold as 'energy saving,. 2
Results for each type of curtain were similariy poor,
ie. only marginally better than a bare window. With
double glazing their 'winter effectiveness' was even
less. It was concluded that, because curtains hang
so loosely in front of a window, cold and heated air
can easily move around them. A heat- shrunk
plastic vinyl film (0.15 mm thick) was much more
effective since it sealed more efficiently. Similar
results have since been found in another North
American study where measurements were made
in an unoccupied room of a house. 3
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Internal blinds
Sunlight absorbed by a blind raises its temperature
and this heat is then dissipated into the room by:
•
radiation to room surfaces
and
•
convection of room air in contact with the
warm surface of the blind.
The colour of a blind and and Its degree of
opaqueness affect its performance, see Figure 81. 1
The effectiveness of roller blinds, measured In
terms of their shading coefficients when used In
conjuction with different types of glazing is shown
in Figure 82. 1
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Venetian blinds
Venetian blinds can be used for three purposes
to reflect summer sun back out through a
•
window
•

to reflect daylight on to a ceiling to provide
deeper light penetration into a room

•

to prevent overlooking.

The extent to which venetian blinds act as
sun-shades also depends on their colour. Figure
83 shows the performance of two different
coloured blinds with their slats set at 45' when the
sun Is at right angles to the slats. 1
North American figures for the effectiveness of
venetian blinds, measured in terms of their shading
coefficients when used in conjunction with different
types of glazing, are shown in Figure 84. 1
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These differ from figures for the performance of
venetian blinds as measured in a British test-cell
2
study, see Figure 85.
Despite their differences, both the North American
and British figures suggest that venetian blinds are
not partlculariy effective as sun-shades, especially
when closed. In this position, they act as a solar
collector. Air trapped between the blind and the
window is heated, rises and then flows into the
room. Nor are venetian blinds more effective at
reducing heat loss. Their performance here is on a
par with net curtains, reducing heat loss by about
10% even when ciosed. 2
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Energy Monitoring Company Ltd, 1987, Studies In
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distribution, solar lost and wIndow coverings, report to
Energy Technology Support Unit, reference
ETSU-S-1162.
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Insulating blinds
Many versions of this type of blind are marketed In
the USA but few products are currently available in
the UK. The Roman blind, see Figure 86, has
magnetic strips to seal the edge of the blind.
Where this is done, a U-value of 0.8 has been
claimed when used in conjunction with single
glazing,1 MUlti-layer blinds are also available, often
with low emissivity surfaces, which require greater
storage space when not in use, see Figure 87.
Where such systems have sealed edges, a U-value
of 0.4 with single glazing has been claimed. 1
Do-it-yourself quilted roller blinds, with an
aluminised layer In the centre of the material,
require a large storage area at the window head.
These blinds use a crude sealing system of timber
1
battens or sprung hinges.
Computer simulations suggest that a double
layered blind, incorporating two low emissivity
surfaces and effective edge sealing, is most
effective In reducing energy consumption in the
UK 1 These simulations also showed that it is
difficult to achieve energy savings with window
insulation devices that do not offer a means of
edge sealing.
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Ruyssevelt, P. & Littler, J., 1985, Movable window insulation, School of Building, Polytechnic of Central London, Final Report to
the Commission of European Communities, EUR 9996 EN, Brussels, p. 14.
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Internal shutters
An Internal insulating shutter can have a significant
effect on the energy balance of a window, Figure
88 shows a computer prediction of the effect of a
25mm polystrene shutter, closed during the hours
of darkness, With such a shutter fitted, a
south-facing double glazed window becomes a
source of net energy gain throughout every month
of the year, Similarly shuttered, a single glazed
window has an energy balance which equals that
of unshuttered double glazing,1
However, while the principle behind shutters is
simple and their operation is technically sound,
their success in use depends upon the willing and
appropriate efforts of occupants, see page 60,
There is little monitored evidence of the effect of
internal shutters in occupied houses, Figures are
avallable from tests conducted on an unoccupied
house In Canada where a set of shutters cut from
25mm polystrene and without any special edge
sealing were placed in position at 18,00 each night
and removed at 08,30 each morning for 18 days, 2
When the outside temperature was DoC, the
shutters reduced the energy consumed to heat the
house by 12%,

2
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Everett, R" 1980, Passive solar In Milton Keynes, Energy Research Group, Report ERG 031, Open University, Milton Keynes,
page 25,
Nicol, K., 1986, The thermal effectiveness of varIous types of window covering, Energy and BUildings, 9:231-237,

Although internal shutters hold out the promise of
improved comfort and reduced fuel consumption,
In practice, their use Is problematic.
Internal shutters come In three forms:
•
push-in
•

bi-fold

•

roller.

Push-In shutters are the simplest, cheapest, have
to be tailor-made, and are inconvenient to store
when not in use, see Figure 89. A polylsocynurate
insulating board with a compressable edge seal
1
has been developed in Denmark where the
building regulations require a high degree of
thermal Integrity for the building envelope.
BI-fold shutters fold away, concertina fashion, see
Figure 90. While easier to store, It is more difficult
to achieve an effective seal for each panel of the
blinds when placed against the window.

Figure 89

Figure 90

Byberg, M. et ai, 1985, Insulated shutters, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels.
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Roller shutters are quite common in European
houses though they are usually installed to provide
shading or security, not insulation, The shutter
illustrated, see Figure 91 , comes from the USA. As
is clear from the illustration, it is both expensIve
and requires a large storage space at the head of
the window,

rolle-r

holfDW PVC

JryrnentJ

f-PVC r;~r
. r.,'acJu

Figure 91
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Thermal mass and window design
In the past, thermal mass has often been included as a means of storing surplus
energy in buildings designed to exploit solar radiation. Now it is thought more
important as a means of moderating daily temperature sWings.

What is thermal mass?
Thermal mass is a way of referring to the heat
storing capacity of materials used in building
construction. Its identifying characteristic is the
ability to absorb and later release heat. Any
physical material - solid, liquid or gas - has this
ability to some degree. The storage capacity of a
wide range of materials used In construction,
expressed in terms of their specific heat (J/kg'K)
and density (kg/m\ is given in Figure 92.
The ability of a material to store the solar energy
which falls on it also depends on its surface
absorptance and its emissivity. The absorptance of
solar radiation depends not on colour but on the
molecular structure of a material's surface.
Polished metals have low absorptances and iow
emlsslvities (typically between 0.1 to 0.15) in the
far-infrared region of the spectrum. Most other
building materials, including glass, have high
emissivities and absorptances (typically 0.9 to
0.95) in the far-Infrared region, regardiess of
colour. The solar absorptance and emissivity of a
range of materials and surface finishes used In
building construction are given in Figure 93.
The thickness of a material used also affects its
ability to store heat. The layers of the material
closest to an Irradiated surface participate most in
the process of heat accumulation.
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The thermal response rate of
materials
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lightweight materials do not store energy very
well. When exposed to even a small quantity of
solar energy, their temperature increases rapidly
because they have a low voiumetric thermal
capacity. Lightweight materials then transfer heat
gained from solar radiation to a room by
convection from their (relatively) hot surfaces. So
materials with a low thermal capacity should not be
located where solar radiation will fall directly upon
them or over-heating may result.
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Heavier materlais, with higher thermal capacities,
can absorb greater amounts of solar radiation. So
this type of material can safeiy be placed in direct
sunlight without risk of over-heating occurring.
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Buildings of heavyweight construction (heavy
masonry or concrete with external Insulation) warm
up and cool down slowly. They are said to have a
slow thermal response.

,

I ,

_."'0""'"'j

i \'"

Lightweight buildIngs (timber framed construction
with insulation located within the frame or
internally) have a short response time, warming up
and cooling down quickly,
Neither heavyweight nor lightweight construction is
necessarily the best strategy for reducing energy
consumption, In most UK housing, a balance
between the two would be advantageous.
Lightweight materials can be used for a fast
thermal response in areas which receive no solar
energy or in rooms which are only intermittently
used. Heavier materials are more appropriately
used In positions where they can be used to
absorb Incoming solar radiation, see Figure 94.
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The purpose of thermal mass
Thermal mass can be useful in houses for two
reasons
•
to moderate temperature swIngs which result
from sudden peaks In solar or Incidental gains
•

to store surplUS heat for periods when solar or
incidental gains are reduced and auxiliary
heating is required.

In the UK, where intermittent heating Is common,
computer simulations conducted by BRE suggest
that the primary function of thermal mass is to
moderate temperature swings rather than to store
solar energy.1
Until recently, it was believed that the more thermal
mass put Into a house in which solar gains were to
be exploited, the better its performance would be,
So much of the advice offered in literature on
passive solar house design over the past decade
has focussed on where and how to include more
thermal mass than Is found in conventional
housing, In Britain, this no longer accepted as
necessary or even desirable, Now, on the contrary,
It is thought that inclusion of excess thermal mass
can lead to Increased heating bills and reduced
comfort.

Bloomfield, D" 1987, lEA Task Vlll • Documentation of parametric study, Building Research Establishment, Garston, Watford,
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It appears that only the surface layer of thermal
mass plays a role In diurnal heat control In the UK.
Monitoring of occupied houses at Abertrydwr
revealed that only about the top 10 mm of
plasterboard underwent temperature changes in a
space exposed to solar radiation. Similar results
were found in the monitoring conducted at
1
Woodbridge Cottage.
These findings suggest that in the UK, If
conventional masonry construction and window
areas are employed (see page 55), then the mass
Inherent In large areas of plastered internal walls is
sufficient to control diurnal temperature swings
during the heating season.
Where particularly lightweight forms of
construction (such as timber frame) are employed,
especially in conjunction with large areas of
southerly-facing glazing, additional thermal mass
will need to be provided.
Whatever the form of construction employed,
however, summertime overheating is more fittingly
dealt with by shading and ventilation strategies.
Solar radiation is best deait with before it
penetrates the external envelope, not afterwards.

The dangers of too little and too
much thermal mass
It has been estimated that, on a clear sunny day
during the heating season, solar energy can enter
a well-Insulated building with large south-facing
areas of glazing four times faster than the rate at
which it is needed. 2 Some of this energy has to be
stored If air temperatures are to be kept at
comfortable levels. With too little thermal mass,
over- heating may occur.

2

Littler, J. & Ruyssevelt, P" 1986, Role of thermal mass In UK housing, in The effloient use of energy in buildings, 2nd UK~lSES
Gonference (046), UK·IS.S, London.
Lebens, R. & Myer, A. (eds), 1983, Draft CEe Passive Solar Handbook, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels, p.
102. The text was changed in the 1986 Preliminary Edition, edited by Achard and Glcquel, to read Ilthe solar energy gained may
largely exceed the heat demand" (page 4,15),
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Computer simulations also suggest that, In a wellinsulated house, there are likely to be few days In
the heating season when solar gains exceed the
demand for heating throughout the dwelling. 1
Adding too much thermal mass may Increase fuel
consumption. Heat from the heating system will be
absorbed by the thermal mass In the mornings
before the sun (if it comes out) can have any effect.
So too much thermal mass will also have important
consequences for comfort and costs:
•
the low temperature of the thermal mass
during the warm-up period when the heating
first comes on will give rise to low radiant
temperatures in a space
•

occupants will need compensatory higher
than normal air temperatures to feel
comfortable

•

for both these reasons, runnIng costs in the
form of the annual heating bill will increase

•

capital costs will be increased as well
because during the warm-up period, the peak
demand placed on the heating system will be
greater - so a larger heating plant than
necessary will have to be Installed

•

outside the warm-up period, the heating plant
will operate at low efficiency and this too will
increase running costs.

Where to locate thermal mass
The best way to get solar heat into mass is to allow
the sun to shine directly on it. It gets much hotter
this way than if it Is merely in contact with warm air.
Walls and floors are the most convenient place to
locate thermal mass for storage purposes.
Walls used as thermal mass do not necessarily
have to be directly sunlit since they will be heated
by scattered sunlight and by warmed air in the
room by convection. But they do have to be
located in the space that receives r~diatlon to
perform correctly.
Where the mass in a floor is to be used for storage
purposes direct sunlight Is required for proper
charglng.~ This Imposes limitations on the kinds of
floor finishes and coverings that can be used on
floors intended to act as thermal mass. Carpets, for
instance, are Inappropriate because they insulate
the floor from solar radiation. Appropriate
constructions are illustrated in Figure 95.
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Littler, J. and Ruyssevelt, P., 1986, Role of thermal mass in UK housing, in The efficIent use of energy In buildings, 2nd UK·ISES
Conference (C46), UK-ISES, London.
Architectural Energy Corporation, 1986, Design guidelines for energy efficient passive solar homes, AEC, Boulder, Colorado.
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The thermal mass provided by walls and floors can
be divided Into three types:
•
primary, those parts of walls and floors
directly sunlit
•
secondary, those areas not directly sunlit but
to which heat can be transferred by radiation
from those that are
and
•
remote, areas hidden from view of primary
and secondary ones to which heat transfer
occurs by convection only,

The last of these is the least effective way of
providing thermal mass,
Where it is possible to spread primary thermal
mass over most of the surfaces in a room, then
their temperature will rise less and so fluctuations
in room air temperature will be reduced,
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Points to remember
•
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the main purpOlle of thermal mass in uK
houses Is to moderate diurnal
temperature swings, not to store surplus
solar energy until It is needed. The mass
Inherent In plastered lightweight
blockwork should be sufficient for this
purpose
plasterboard on stud work (Inner skin of
external walls or internal partitions) may
not be sufficient (in sunlit rooms with
large areas of unshadedgla;zing) to
moderate temperature sWings or avoid
overheating

'.

•

;

use Ollllioor aS,thermal m8$s places
limits on the forms of construction and
finishes Which clln be used without
undermining its performance
proper provision lor shading and
ventilation Is a better way of avoiding
summer-time overheating than
dependence on large amounts of thermal
mass
excess thermal mass can lead to
,
Increased capital costs, poor comfort
conditions, and higher than nllcessary
energy consumption

SECTION 5
Conservatories
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Conservatories in energy efficient design
Conservatories offer an opportunity to combine economical seasonal
accommodation with energy savings. Achieving this combination in practice will
demand careful balancing of environmental conditions with an acceptance of
limitations on use.

What is a conservatory?
A conservatory is a predominantly glazed
enclosure accessible directly from a dwelling but
physically separated from it by some combination
of door, wall and/or window.
To be classified as a conservatory for the purposes
of the Building Regulations, a conservatory must
have a transparent or translucent roof. If it does, it
may be exempt from some of the Regulations, see
page 110. If instead the roof is opaque, these
exemptions will no longer apply.
There are three broad ways in which
conservatories can be used:
•
as an attached greenhouse
•

•

as habitable accommodation
- for living purposes
- for access or circulation
- for storage
as an energy saving feature.

These uses are not fully compatible. An unheated
conservatory, which is used as habitable
accommodation only when ambient environmental
conditions allow, can reduce energy consumption.
But it is not suitable as a greenhouse for those
kinds of plants which need to be protected against
low winter temperatures. If a conservatory is
heated to protect plants, or so that it can be used
as habitable accommodation throughout the year,
then this will lead to Increased fuel consumption.
So conservatories occupy an ambiguous place in
energy efficient design. They are highly visible
architectural features which have been
Incorporated in many houses that are intended to
be energy efficient by exploiting solar gain to
reduce auxiliary heating demand. But they are also
commonly depicted as a bright and luxurious
spaces, fully furnished complete with exotic plants,
which can accommodate the full range of living
functions. If heated, conservatories can easily
become a symbol of conspicuous consumption.
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Figure,96

Figure, 97

The ambiguity which surrounds the contribution of
conservatories to energy saving arises because of
their glazed fabrIc. This offers a degree of
environmental control over precipItation, air
movement, humidity, and temperature. But this
control is less than is provided by the main fabrIc
of the house. Glass is a poor Insulant and it allows
large conductIve heat losses. It also leads,
because of the greenhouse effect, to large solar
gains. These can raise the temperature
dramatically within a conservatory at tImes of direct
sunshine. It Is the thermal performance of glazing
whIch results In both advangages and
disadvantages associated with the conservatory.
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Conservatories as attached greenhouses
Many people will use their conservatories for growing plants. If they are to do so
successfully, this will affect both the environmental conditions they need to
maintain in the conservatory and their home's fuel consumption.

Environmental conditions in
greenhouses
Historically, conservatories were devised as
spaces for nurturing plants, not for housing
people. 1 So the environmental conditions in them
are like those which occur In greenhouses. These
are typically used:
to enable controlled propagation of seeds
•
•

to extend the growing season

•

to preserve valuable plants through the winter
months

•

to provide a protected environment for
non-native or exotic plants and flowers.

Conservatories have an energy and temperature
advantage over a detached greenhouse. They
benefit from heat losses from the house which
keep them warm. This marginally increases their
potentiai for plant conservation. But for more
extensive use as a greenhouse, a conservatory has
to be heated.
The environmental conditions that can be
maintained in greenhouses fall into four types:
•
the alpine house· unheated
•
the cool greenhouse· minimum
temperature about 6'C

•
•

the intermediate greenhouse· minimum
about 10'C
the warm greenhouse· minimum about
15'C.

Huxley, A., 19S3, An Illustrated hIstory of gardening, Macmillan, London.
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Energy consumption in attached
greenflouses
Figure 98 shows the temperature requirements of
each type and the kinds of plants that can be
grown In them. The energy consumption
associated with these requirements has been
predicted by computer simulation for a 13,5m2
conservatory attached to standard semi-detached
house. 2 The results show that the cost of heating
the conservatory to 15°C is half as much as heating
the main house. It is clear that USIng heating
appliances In a conservatory, or allowing warm air
from the house to leak into it through an open door
or window, carries a very heavy energy penalty,
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Conservatories as living space
Many people will want to use their conservatories as extensions to their living
space. Depending on the times of year at which they do so, this use will affect both
the environmental conditions they need to maintain in the conservatory and their
home's fuel consumption.

Environmental conditions in
conservatories
Certain factors will influence the extent to which
conservatories can be used as habitable
accommodation:
•
large dlurnai temperature swings
•

large seasonal temperature range

•

direct sunlight and risk of glare

•
•

condensation risks
high infiitration rates - air leakage

•

watertightness - especially In driving rain.

Other factors also need to be taken Into account:
•
security
•
•

privacy
safety of glass, glass fixings, and frame

•

maintenance and cleaning.

Awareness of these factors at the design stage is
vital. If they are understood then either
•
users can be advised of the environmental
conditions that are likely to occur at various
times of the day and year
or
•
designers can tailor the conservatory to
deliver those environmental conditions
particularly suited to intended uses.

Conservatories as storage or
circulation areas
.
Items stored in conservatories must be able to
withstand the range of expected environmental
conditions described below.
For some occupants, temperatures outside the
normal comfort range may be acceptable in
access or circulation areas, such as entrance
lobbies. For others, especially the elderly or Infirm,
they will not. Designers need to give careful
consideration to the kinds of people who are likely
to live in their schemes before deciding to use
conservatories for storage or cirCUlation. In all
cases, privacy and security need to be maintained.
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Comfort conditions in
conservatories
In a conservatory which is used primarily as Hving
space, habItable for as much of the year as
possible, the emphasis should be on achieving
acceptable internal comfort conditions. These will
determine the practical uses to which a
conservatory can be put and its amenity value as
living space.

Internal conditions: measured
results
Very little data has been collected on comfort
conditions in conservatories. In a monitoring
exercise conducted by the Royal College of Art, a
single glazed conservatory attached to a
refurbished terraced house in Milton Keynes was
investigated. 1 Temperatures in the conservatory
were recorded over the period from October 1980
to December 1981. Figure 99 shows the house and
conservatory. Figure 100 records the monthly
average air temperatures. The conservatory
temperature remained above ambient but below
living room temperature. Figure 101 records
temperatures over a period of four days In Aprll
1981. It illustrates the extremely high temperatures
that can be reached in conservatories during
periods with high levels of insolatIon. It also reveals
the wide diurnal swing in temperature from 40°C
maximum to 10°C minimum.
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Internal conditions: computer
si mu lations
Similar trends have been predicted by simulation,
such as those performed by CAP Scientific for
ETSU using the thermal simulation model
SERI-RES, to simulate conditions in the house with
conservatory shown In Figure 102. The plan of the
house is shown in Figure 124. Figure 103 shows
the results for a 48 hour period In February.
For the whole of this period the conservatory
temperature was at least 4°K above ambient
temperature. During the first day, which was
overcast, the conservatory temperature even
during the daytime remained at about 4°K above
ambient. During the second, sunny, day the
conservatory temperature rose to reach 20°C for a
short period in the early afternoon.
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James, R and Dalrymple, G., 1985, Modelling of conservatory performance, in Norton, B (ed), Greenhouses and conservatories,
UK·1SES Conference Proceedings, UK-ISES, London.
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Simulations petiormed by Penz at the University of
Cambridge produced the predicted petiormance
shown In Figure 105,1 Maximum temperatures for
December, January and February were in the
region of 19-22°C with minima about 2-4°C, giving
a range of 20°K. Maximum temperatures from Aprll
to October exceed 30°C and they exceed 25°C
from March to November.

Figure 104
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Penz, F., 1983, Passive solar heating In existing dwellings, unpublished PhD thesis, University of CambrIdge,
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A series of computer simulations were conducted
at the University of Louvain of an unheated
attached conservatory in the Belgian climate at a
1
latitude similar to the south coast of England. The
effects on internal temperatures of the
conservatory resulting from changes to its glazing
and to the elements dividing it from the house were
Investigated, see Figure 106, This study suggests
that double glazing a conservatory with clear glass
or with coated glass raised its minimum Internal
temperature in the winter by about 3 to 4°K. But
this measure also raises its maximum temperature
In the summer, thereby increasing the risk of
overheating and the need for shading and
ventilation.
Figure 107 shows the effects of changing the
orientation of this conservatory between East and
West. One conclusion that may be drawn from
these simulations is that minimum temperatures
vary only slightly (by about 2°K) with the changes
In orientation, while maximum temperatures vary
much more. The maximum for an east facing
conservatory is 21°C, compared with 23°C for a
west facing one, and 30°C for one facing south,
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Ie Paige, M" Gratia, E, and de Herde, A, 1986, Architecture et climate: guide d'alde a la conception bioclimatlque, Services de
Programmatlon de Is Politi que Sclenlfflque, Bruxelles,
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Figure 108 shows some of the maximum and
minImum temperatures achIeved in this
conservatory in Belgium during the day in various
months of the year:
•
maximum temperatures from May to
September reached 36 to 40°C

J{.

3~

3D

•

minimum temperatures were about 2°C in
January

..\} 2..;

•

for about three months of the year, the
conservatory is unlikely to reach a habitable
temperature of 20°C except for a possible
short period between midday and early
afternoon on sunny days

~

•

at the beginning and end of the heating
season the conservatory will be above 20°C
for up to 8 hours on sunny days.

The monitored results presented in Figure 100
confirm the same trend for the UK climate as these
simulations. Overall, conservatories appear to be
capable of achieving a phenomenon known as the
seasonal shift: the Internal temperature In a
conservatory in March is likely to be equivalent to
the ambient air temperature about six weeks later.
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Conservatory form and
performance
Internal temperatures In conservatories arise from
decisions about their form and fabric.
Comprehensive information about the
inter-relationship between all the design variables
involved Is not available. It is possible, however, to
give preliminary advice about most of them.

Orientation
South facing conservatories will achieve
•
higher maximum temperatures
and
•
higher minimum temperatures In both winter
and summer than those orientated In other
directions.
Form
Attached conservatories achieve
•
higher maximum temperatures from solar
gain because of their large areas of glazing
and
•
lower minimum temperatures because of the
large conduction losses from the
conservatory and because of the smaller
amount of heat conducted through the more
limited area of external elements of the house
that are covered.
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Recessed conservatories achieve
•
lower maximum temperatures because of
their smaller glazed area
and
•
higher minimum temperatures because of
their reduced conduction iosses from the
conservatory, and the iarger amount of heat
conducted through the increased area of
external elements of the houses they cover.
Ratio of glazing to solid elements
Large areas of glass cause
•
higher maximum temperatures because of
solar gain
•

iower minimum temperatures because of
increased conduction iosses.

Glazed roofs in particuiar cause the greatest
overheating problems in the summer.
Insulation values of wall covered by
conservatory
If a conservatory covers mainiy windows or doors,
more heat will escape into the conservatory from
the house so raising its minimum temperature.
However, these same windows and doors will
provide less thermal mass in the conservatory so
Its maximum temperature will also be raised during
sunny conditions.
Glazing and frame types
Specification of double glazing andlor coated glass
will achieve
•
higher minimum temperatures
and
•
higher maximum temperatures.

Timber frames or metal frames with thermal breaks
will also achieve
•
higher minimum temperatures
and
•
higher maximum temperatures.

All conservatories with direct access from the
house, whether intended to be used as
accommodation or not, should be glazed in
accordance with BS 6262: 1982 Glazing for
buildings. Also many cheap prefabricated
conservatories have very crude fixings for
attaching glazing to their frames. These may be a
safety hazard if the conservatory is used as living
space.
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Conservatories and energy performance
Conservatories act in a number of related ways to modify the energy balance of
houses to which they are attached. These need to be understood if designers are to
exploit the potential conservatories possess for reducing energy consumption. This
section only deals with how unheated conservatories do this.

The energy I?alance of
conservatones
Conservatories can modify the energy balance of
houses to which they are attached in three different
ways:
conservatory as buffer zone
•
providing an extra iayer of buiiding fabric and
of trapped air, so reducing the rate of heat
loss from the house

conservatory as high temperature solar collector
•

because of the greenhouse effect,
conservatories can be used to capture and
store solar radiation

conservatory for pre.heating ventilation air
•
by raising the temperature of in-coming air,
drawn through the conservatory before
distribution about the house for ventilation
purposes.

Anyone of these three types of conservatory can
contribute to reducing total energy consumption if:
•
there are no heating appliances in it
and/or
•
Its internal temperature is not raised by
occupants' allowing heat from the rest of the
house to warm it.

A conservatory which is heated, by either of these
methods, will increase total consumption, see
page 88.
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Conservatories as buffer zones
Buffer zones are parts of a building which, during the heating season, are at
temperatures between the warmed interior and the cold outside air. They can
reduce the rate of heat loss by decreasing the temperature difference across that
portion of the fabric of the heated accommodation which they cover.

The buffer effects
In a conservatory, these result from:
•
the additional layer of building fabric
Whatever materials the conservatory is made
of, whether transparent or opaque, it:
- provides an extra layer of building fabric
- keeps the enclosed surface of the main
fabric dry
- reduces wind velocity at the surface of the
main fabric
and
- traps a volume of air.
In effect, it increases the insulation value of
the external wall elements that it covers to
give an improved resistance to outward heat
flow,
•

•

solar gain in the buffer space
Where a conservatory is mainly transparent,
the fabric effect is enhanced by collecting
solar radiation within it (described In more
detail later). This gain raises the temperature
in the conservatory and so further reduces
the temperature differential across the
external fabric of the building,

Figure 110

the draught lobby effect
By reducing the wind speed and wind
pressure on the windows and other gaps in
the external wall which it covers, a
conservatory reduces infiltration losses
through these elements,

Although the direction of the prevailing wind must
be taken Into account, the additional fabric and the
draught lobby effects operate under most
conditions and are both independent of orientation.
But both effects are reduced in influence
•
as the insulation values of the walls and
windows are improved
and
•
as the building becomes more airtight.

Pointstotemember..
In a double glazed, well-Insulated and well-sealed
building, heat loss through the fabric is
comparatively low, In these circumstances, the
addition of a conservatory makes only a small
improvement to reducing fabric and Infiltration
losses,
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Conservatories as high temperature solar collectors
Solar radiation which enters a conservatory raises the temperature of the air
trapped inside by means of the greenhouse effect. In the UK, direct use of this solar
gain for space heating purposes is limited.

The greenhouse effect
The principles behind this form of solar gain are
similar to those described for windows. Short
wave solar radiation enters a conservatory
through the glass, see Figure 111. It is then
absorbed by the surfaces of the wall and floor and
converted into heat. This is then transferred by
three means:
•
by convection to the air in the conservatory
•

by radiation to colder surfaces in the
conservatory (for example the glass)

•

by conduction into the materials of the walls
and floor.

In this way, solar gains raise the temperature of
both the air and the surfaces In the conservatory.
The heat is stored partly in the fabric of the
enclosed wall of the house and partly in the floor of
the conservatory. These solar gains and their
storage result in conservatory temperatures which
are almost always above external air temperatures.

FIgure 111

0p.timum climate for solar
collection
In climates where there is a combination of:
low air temperatures
•
and
•
high solar radiatIon,
air temperatures in a conservatory are likely to be
above the demand temperature of the house for
substantial periods of time. Under these
conditions, which do not occur In the UK very
frequently, solar heated air can be transferred to
the rest of the house, Figure 112. Opening doors
and windows between the house and the
conservatory will cause air to circulate between the
two spaces, resulting in a net heat gain by natural
convection into the house. The openings must be
closed when the air temperature in the
conservatory falls below the house temperature or
else there will be a net heat loss from the house as
reverse flow takes place.
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Figure 112

UK climate and solar collection
In the UK climate, both monitoring and simulation
studies suggest that, while air temperatures in
conservatories will normaily remain above ambient
temperature, there are probiems in designing a
conservatory that will operate as a warm air
exporter:
•
the air temperature In the conservatory will
oniy rarely be above the demand temperature
of the house during the heating season, see
Figure 100, and very rareiy sufficiently above
It for moving the warmed air Into the house to
be worthwhile
•

warm air Itself is a very poor medium for
transferring significant amounts of heat.

Transferring solar-heated air to
the house
If climatic conditions do allow a conservatory to be
designed as a high temperature solar collector,
solar-heated air can be transferred from a
conservatory by two means:
manually by opening linking doors and
•
windows whenever the conservatory
temperature Is above the demand
temperature of the main house, This will
achieve convective exchange of air between
the house and conservatory, These openings
must be closed again when the conservatory
temperature drops beiow demand
temperature
•

mechanically by the use of a thermostatically
controlled fan and ductwork linking the
conservatory with the house, The fan needs
to be controlled by thermostats which detect
temperatures in both the main house and the
conservatory, When the temperature in the
conservatory Is above the demand
temperature required for the house (and
provided the temperature of the house is not
already above demand temperature), then the
fan is switched on and pumps warm air from
the top of the conservatory Into the house,
The heating system for the house must be
designed to be able to respond to this
Imported warm air,
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Limitations on the direct use of
solar gain
Besides the questionable ability of the UK climate
to support high temperature solar collection, there
are other factors associated with trying to optimise
conservatory as a solar collector:
•
comfort conditions in such a conservatory will
be affected detrimentally, Because of solar
gain, temperatures will vary greatiy both daily
and across the seasons, This may make a
conservatory less suitable as living space or
for growing plants and reduces its amenity
value,
•

solar control measures in the form of shading
and ventilation will be essentiai to prevent
overheating in summer

•

if the conservatory is also used as for
cultivating plants, its air may be at a high
relative humidity, When this is transferred to
the house interior, It may cause condensation
on cooi surfaces,

Where there is a limited budget for measures to
reduce energy consumption, it is more worthwhile
to Insulate and draughtproof the rest of the house
before trying to improve the performance of a
conservatory as a solar collector, 1

Points to remember
If a consetvatory Is to be used as a high
temperature solar collector, emphasis should be
placed on raising Its air temperature as much as
possible, This can be achieved by:
•
an attached conservatory with as mUch
glazed area faCing south as possible
,
a high (a1io of glazed conservatory area
to house wall area covered
lightweight surfaces within the
conservatory to reduce absorption of heat
double glazing (or better) to r$duce heat
loss
movable Insulation to the roof and walls.

If benefit Is to be gained from exporting solar
heated from the consetvatory to the house,
,
the conservatory must to be warmer than
the heated parl of the house
and
,
an efficient manual or mechanical rOlite
for transferrirlg the warmed air has 10 be
provided.

James, R and Dalrymple, G" 1985, Modelling of conservatory performance, In Norton, B. (ed), Greenhousesand conservatories,

UK·ISES Conference Proceedings C39, UK-ISES, London,
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Conservatories for pre-heating ventilation air
Solar gain and storage, and conductive losses from a house to its conservatory,
raise the conservatory's air temperature above ambient temperatures, even in the
UK climate. With controlled ventilation, this can be used to pre~heat incoming air
before it is brought up to internal comfort levels by the heating system.

Ventilation

pre~heat

If ventilation in a house can be controlled so that a
high proportion of incoming air enters via the
conservatory, then pre-heating this air can reduce
auxiliary heating demand. There wlll be no
threshold above which the conservatory
temperature has to rise before solar gain can be
used, Any increase in temperature represents a
useful heat gain,
Consider as an example a conservatory attached
to a well Insulated house, The day-time air
temperature in the conservatory on a cloUdy winter
day might be say goC, while the external
temperature could be 4°C. Any ventilation air
drawn from the conservatory will thus have to be
heated through only 1oaK to reach a demand
temperature of 1goC, rather than through 15°K. If all
the house ventilation air could be pre-heated in this
way, the heating load due to ventilation could be
reduced by a third,

Figure 1131

I

In the case of very well insulated houses, where
fabric losses have been reduced to low levels,
there is stili a need for ventilation of at least 0.5 air
changes per hour. And, in such a house, the
ventilation load may be similar In magnitude to Its
conductive loss, Pre-heating of the ventilation air
can then begin to make a major contribution to
reducing the auxiliary heating load.

Natu raj ventilation and solar
pre-heat
In practice, controlling the flow of air from the
conservatory to the rest of the house and
extracting contaminated air to the outside by
natural means demands
•
investigation of the site micro-climate
•

knowledge of the principles of wind pressure
and stack effect on air movement

•

control over the permeability of the building
fabric

These issues are beyond the scope of this
handbook. A detailed discussion of them can be
1
found elsewhere,

Baker, N" 1985, The use of passIve solar gains for the pre-heating of ventilation air in houses, Repor! by ECO Partnership to the
Energy Technology Support Unit, Report No. ETSU·S·1142.
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Mechanical ventilation and solar
pre-heat
An alternative to a reliance on natural means of air
intake, distribution and extract is to introduce a
mechanical ventilation system. This can be linked
to a conservatory to achieve both ventilation
pre-heat and control over airflow within the
building. Although there are likely to be cost
implications, there will be fewer uncertainties about
the final performance than may be experienced if
attempts are made to use natural means.
Several of these mechanical ventHatlon systems
linked to conservatories were constructed in
houses at the Milton Keynes Energy World
exhibition In 1986. Generally they operate by the
warm air being ducted from the conservatory up to
the roofs pace, which Is used as a warm fresh air
store. Air handling plant In the roof space heats the
air further. It is then ducted around the house for
delivery as required. Air extracts in particular
rooms may lead either directly to outside or to heat
exchangers in the roofspace. For summer use,
there are large ridge ventilators on the main house
to let the warm air straight out by stack effect.
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Conservatories and energy savings
Some occupants will want to use their conservatories to help reduce their fuel bills.
At present, there is very little evidence available to show how effective
conservatories are as a means of doing this.

Evidence on energy savings
Under certain circumstances, conservatories can
reduce fuel bills. But there is little documented
evidence about what actually happens In practice.
Work that has been undertaken falls into two types:
measured and simulated results.

Measured results
The thermal performance of an attached
conservatory at Milton Ke¥nes, has been
monitored, see Figure 99, From measurements
taken, calculations were made to estimate the
savings due the conservatory as follows:
the buffer effect
•
(due solely to the additional insulation
provided by the conservatory) was calculated
to be worth 120kWh/year, This couid be
estimated for any design by a simple U-value
calculation.
solar gains
•
these, transferred to the house from the
conservatory principally by conduction, were
estimated at 270kWh/year
ventilation pre.heating
•
because the house was in a terrace, the
conservatory covered about one third of its
external wall areas. It was assumed that half
the ventilation air entered the house via the
conservatory. As the air temperature in the
conservatory was higher than the external
ambient temperature, this pre-warmed air
gave an estimated energy saving of about 270
kWh/year. The house also had a
thermostatically controlled fan between the
conservatory and house which drew warm air
from the conservatory into the house when
appropriate. This was estimated to be worth
150kWh/year.

Ford, B-, 1983, Thermal performance monitoring of a terrace house with conservatory, New Bradwell, Milton Keynes, Report by
the Department of Design Research, Royal College of Art, to the Energy Teohnology Support Unit, Report No, ETSU-S-l056B,
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Simulated results
Computer simulations have been performed to
explore the effect of attaching conservatories to
eXisting dwelllngs,1 The results for a single glazed
conservatory attached to a semi- detached house,
see Figure 104, suggest the energy savings shown
in Figure 115.
For this poorly insulated house (the U-value of the
2
walls was 1.36W/m K),the conservatory was
predicted to save energy at the rate of 100kwh/year
per square metre of house fabric covered. This
reduced annual consumption by 20-25%. Savings
as large as this are unlikely to be achieved,
however, with a new house built to the 1985
Building Regulations standards.
Computer simulations have also been conducted
for ETSU by CAP Scientific using SERI-RES for the
2
house design study illustrated In Figure 102, The
modelled house was a new semi-detached with a
2
floor area of 100 m , constructed to the 1982
Building Regulations standards (that is walls 0.6
2
2
W/m K, roof 0.35 W/m K) and with single glazed
patio doors abutting the conservatory, If an
occupancy schedule with intermittent partial
heating to 21"C is assumed, the simulations
suggest the figures for space heating demand
shown in Figure 1i 6.

Figure 115
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Penz, F., 1983, Passive solar heating in existing dwellings, unpublished PhD thesis, University Of Cambridge.
James, R and Dalrymple, G., 1985, Modelling of conservatory performance, In Norton, B. (ed), Greenhouses and conservatories,
UK-ISES Conference Proceedings C39, UK-ISES, London,

A further set of simulations on the same house
were performed but with the house kept ata
constant 21 cC. This gave the figures for space
heating demand presented in Figure 117.
Figure 118 shows a further breakdown of the
sources of the savings.
These simulations leave two important questions
unanswered:
•
what would the energy demand figures be for
a design of equivalent floor area but with a
simple square plan shape?
and
•
what are the cost implications of the
additional perimeter wall that results from the
L-shape plan?
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Conservatory shading and ventilation
If people and/or plants are to be comfortable in a conservatory, adequate shading
devices and means of ventilation need to be provided, particularly to avoid
overheating during the summer. There are also other steps which can be taken in
the design of conservatories to minimise this risk.

Summer overheating
This is a common problem with conservatories,
confirmed both by monitoring and computer
simulation studies. A range of methods are
available to combat overheating:
•
opaque elements, especially in the roof or
side walls
•

shading devices

•

ventilation

•

thermal mass.

These methods are best used in combination.

Shading devices
As with windows, the most effective position for
these devices is outside the glazing. In this
position, they will prevent solar gain from entering
the conservatory. Although external devices are
preferable, they have higher costs and
maintenance requirements. Internal devices are
cheaper but will be less effective in preventing
overheating since they absorb solar radiation
themselves before re-radiating their heat to the
Interior of the conservatory.

Roft up b/t/Jl!
Figure 119

The main types of shading devices are:
•
roller or blinds, fabric or sheet material
•

folding blinds, fabric or card

•

slats that may be rolled up, typically wooden

•

venetian blinds, wood or aluminium

•

matting, jute or hessian.

h

For information on the performance characteristics
of these devices, see pages 63-78.

Ventilation
Ventilation occurs naturally in conservatories
because of the temperature difference between
inside and outside. The rate of ventilation is
affected by the vertical distance between the air
inlet and outlet, see Figure 120. It is important to
keep the distance marked as 'h' in this figure as
large as possible.
On hot sunny dflYS, 30 air changes per hour or
more are necessary to bring the temperature in a
conservatory close to ambient.
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Figure 120

The size of inlet and outlet required to achieve this
ventilation rate Is about 20% of a conservatory's
floor area, 1 For a 4,Om x 2.0m conservatory, this
2
would mean an inlet and outlet of 1.6 m each.
These are comparatively large areas to
accommodate in what is only a medium size
conservatllry,
The most common type of ventHators are:
•
manually operated louvre blades at low levels
and
•
automatic vents for high outlets.
These are made for the commercial greenhouse
market, are reliable and comparatively inexpensive,
They may be preset to the required ventilating
temperature, usually between 18°C and 28°C.
Automatic controls are preferable, if they can be
afforded, because manual ones place heavy
demands on occupants if overheating is to be
avoided.

Thermal mass
The inclusion of materials within a conservatory
which absorb and store solar radiation can also be
used to combat overheating. This solar storage is
most likely to be sited in the floor and the wall
between the house and the conservatory, Although
this thermal mass is helpful in reducing
temperature swings, its rate of heat absorption is
too slow for it to be relied upon to control
maximum temperatures.2 Additional mass, such as
that provided by containers full of water, Is also
likely to be too slow in absorbing heat to prevent
quick temperature rises from solar gain.
Simulations by Penz suggest that if the the
equivalent of four 200 litre barrels of water were
stored In the 13.5m2conservatory he modelled, the
air temperature could be lower by 4 to 5°K when
overheating was a risk,3 The total volume occupied
3
this amount of water Is almost 1 m .
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Penz, F,,1986, The energy Implications of keeping plants in conservatories, Eclipse Research Consultants, Cambridge,
(summarised on pages 88 to 89).
Littler, J, and Ruyssevelt, P" 1986, The role of thermal mass in UK housing, in The efficient use of energy in buildings, 2nd
UK-ISES Conference C46, UK-ISES, London.
Penz, F" 1983, Passive solar heating In existing dwellings, unpublished PhD thesis, University of Cambridge,
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Conservatories and the Building Regulations
Whether a glazed extension to a house falls within the Building Regulations'
definition of a conservatory or not, it will still have to conform to requirements for
ventilation, means of escape, etc.

Definition and exemptions
According to the Manual to the Building
Regulations 1985 for England and Wales, a
conservatory means - for the purposes of the
Building Regulations - a conservatory with a
transparent or translucent root Any glazed
extension to a house that has an opaque roof is
not, for the purpose of the Regulations, treated as
a conservatory but as part of the rest of the house,
Under Regulation 9, the Building Regulations do
not apply to any work described In Class VII of
Schedule 3, This Class Includes an extension to a
building by the addition at ground level of a
greenhouse or conservatory whose floor area does
not exceed 30m 2 ,
While this regulation makes it clear that
conservatories of over 30m 2 (whether extensions
to existing buildings or constructed as part of a
new dwelling) are not exempt, it remains unclear
whether conservatories of less than 30m 2 are
exempt when built with a new house, Advice on
Interpretation should be sought either from the
local authority or, If necessary, from the
Department of Environment.

Conservatories and house
ventilation
Part F of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations
1985 requires a means of ventilation In dwellings so
that an adequate supply of air may be provided for
people In the building, The Approved Document to
Part F shows provisions meeting the requirement.
Where a conservatory covers a window or door
which would ventilate a habitable room, the
habitable room may be ventilated through the
conservatory, provided that
•
there is an opening (which may be Closable)
between the habitable room and the
conservatory with an area which is equal to at
least 1/20th of the combined floor areas of the
room and the conservatory
and
•
there Is a ventilation opening area In the room
and the conservatory together, or in the
conservatory alone, which area Is equal to at
least 1/2Oth of the combined floor areas of the
room and the conservatory
and
•
some part at least of the ventilation opening
area is at least 1,75m above the floor level.
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Figure 122 shows the requirements.
A ventilation opening includes any means of
ventilation (whether it Is permanent or closable)
which opens directly to external air, such as the
openable parts of a window, a louvre, or alrbrick. It
also Includes any door which opens directly to
external air, as long as the room or space also has
an area of ventilation opening (equal to at least
1OOmm x 100mm) which can be opened without
opening the door.
The required performance can also be met by
followIng the relevant recommendations of BS
5925:1980 Code of practice for design of
buildings: ventilation principles and designing
for natural ventilation of which the relevant
clauses are numbers 11 to 15.
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Part L of Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations
1985 states the requirement for the resistance to
the passage of heat in dwellings and gives the
maximum rate of heat loss permitted In the
exposed elements of the fabric. The Approved
Document shows procedures for calculating the
rate of heat loss.
The Appendix to the Approved Document, which
shows examples of exposed elements, contains
Diagram Ai - reproduced as Figure 123, The
accompanying text states that, in Diagram Ai (b),
the car port Is open at one end to give a
permanently open ventilation area in excess of 5
percent of the area of walling enclosing the car
port. Section AS is therefore an exposed element.
It would appear from this diagram that if the
carport were a conservatory which did not not
have a permanently open ventilation area in excess
of 5 percent of the area of walling section AS would
not be an exposed element. It would therefore not
need to comply with the insulation value
demanded of exposed elements.
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Figure 123

Despite this, in view of the expected monthly
average temperatures in a conservatory (see page
91), it is desirable that any dividing wall is insulated
to reduce heat loss to the conservatory. For the
same reason, large areas of single glazing between
a house and its conservatory, while permitted
under the RegUlations, will lead to excessive heat
loss into the conservatory.
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Conservatories and means of
escape in case of fire
Part B of Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations
1985 requires means of escape in case of fire from
a building to a place of safety outside the building
which is capable of being safely and effectively
used at all material times. This demand may only
be met by complying with the relevant
requirements of The Building Regulations 1985·
Mandatory rules for means of escape in case of
fire, published by HMSO.
These state that a dwelling house shall be
constructed in accordance with the
recommendations in the relevant clauses of BS
5588 Fire precautions in the design and
construction of buildings, Section 1.1: 1984
Code of practice for single family dwelling
houses, These requirements apply only to to
dwellings of three or more storeys,
One and two storey houses
These are excluded from the requirements of the
Regulations for means of escape, But there are
recommendations in BS 5588 that apply to one
and two storey houses which need to be
considered,
In BS 5588, a window is used for rescue or escape
when a room (other than kitchen, utility room,
bathroom, dressing room or wc) is an "inner" room. .
This is a room from which escape Is possible only
by passing through an "access" room. And this, In
turn, is a room that is the only escape route from
an Inner room, as opposed to a passageway that
leads to an external door. In other words, if a
staircase lands within a downstairs room (such as
a living or dining room), then an alternative means
of escape or rescue must be provided from the
windows of upstairs habitable rooms,
In the house designs illustrated in Figure 124, both
of which are featured on page 91, the stairs land
within downstairs rooms which are therefore
defined as "access" rooms. If a fire were to start in
the room containing the staircase, the alternative
means of escape from the bedroom(s) on the
upper floor would be via the bedroom windows,
These should meet the recommendations for
escape or rescue:
•
the unobstructed opening should be not less
than 850mm high by 500mm wide
•
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the bottom of the opening should be not
more than 1.1 m above floor level (and this will
determine the height of the conservatory roof).

Firrr finlY
Figure 124

In the case of the south facing bedrooms, escape
or rescue would be over the glazed conservatory
roof. The practical implications of this escape route
should be borne In mind.
Conversely, a two storey conservatory which
encloses a first floor window, while perhaps aiding
escape from the bedroom, might also trap smoke
from the fire and cause it to penetrate the upper
floor. Since BS 5588 does not refer to escape or
rescue via a conservatory, it may be necessary to
seek advice from the local fire authorities where
this option is contemplated.

Three storey houses
The recommendations In BS 5588 become
mandatory under the Building Regulations for
houses of three or more storeys.
Windows in the top storey of such dwelling are not
required for escape or rescue because an
alternative escape route or protected stairway has
to be proVided. A conservatory roof could therefore
be sited under a top floor bedroom window without
raising difficulties about escape or rescue. Unless a
protected stairway Is provided to the first floor, first
floor windows have the same requirements as they
do in two storey houses. So the alternative means
of escape given In the examples above for two
storeys apply. In practice, It Is unlikely that the
open plan arrangement illustrated would be used in
a three storey house, as a protected staircase
leading directly to an outside door will be the usual
method of meeting the requirement.

Four storey houses
The additional requirements here are for alternative
means of escape for the upper floors other than a
single protected Internal stairway. Conservatories
for such houses need to be designed taking these
requirements Into consideration.

Flats and maisonettes
BS CP3 Chapter IV, Code of basic data for the
design of buildings, Is the relevant code of
practice. Here windows are not used as means of
escape because protected passage ways are
required. Balconies may be used as escape routes.
Care should be taken that conservatories adjoining
such escape routes do not obstruct them.
Conservatories may be constructed on balconies
that are not used as escape routes.
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Conservatories and fire: internal
and external fire spread
For conservatories which fall within the scope of
the regulations, (ie, those over 30m 2 or that do not
have a transparent or translucent roof), some of
the requirements in Part B of Schedule 1 of the
Building Regulations 1985 which relate to internal
and and external fire spread are relevant. These
requirements may Influence the choice of both roof
and external wall materials,
Figure 125 summarises the requirements,
Roofs: internal spread of flame
Any wall which is at an angle of less that 70' to the
horizontal is classified by the Regulations as a roof,
Glazed conservatory roofs are not specifically
mentioned In the Approved Document except in
Table B1 of Appendix B,
Where a conservatory roof Is within 6m of a
boundary, its internal surface should have a Class
1 surface spread of flame, see Table 1.4 of the
Approved Document to Part B, Georgian wired
glass and clear annealed glass achieve this rating,
PVC and polycarbonate sheet can also do so,
Table B1 of Appendix B of the Approved Document
shows concessions for rooflights of plastics
materials under certain circumstances, For
2
conservatories of less than 40m , rigid PVC may be
used,
Roofs: external spread of flame
Table 1,3 of the Approved Document shows the
limitations placed on roof construction, Where a
conservatory Is less than 6m from a boundary, only
roof coverings that are rated AA, AB or AC may be
used, Both 6mm georgian wired glass and 3mm
wired PVC can achieve this rating, Annealed glass,
unwired PVC, polycarbonate or acrylic sheet
cannot. However where the conservatory is less
than 40m 2 in area, annealed glass or unwired PVC
may be used for the roof but polycarbonate or
acrylic sheet cannot.
Walls: internal spread of flame
Table 1.4 of the Approved Document states that
walls should have Class 1 surface spread of flame,
This would include wired glass, clear annealed
glass (Which being non-combustible Is classified as
Class 0), and may include rigid PVC and
polycarbonate under some circumstances,
Walls: external cladding
The external cladding of walls that are less than 1m
from the boundary should be of Class 0
combustibility, This Includes glass but excludes
thermoplastics materials,
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Walls: limits of unprotected areas

<

A glazed conservatory wall must comply with the
requirements for an unprotected area of wall. An
unprotected area of wallis one with less than the
required degree of fire resistance and Includes
windows and doors. The danger from unprotected
areas is that fire will spread by heat radiation from
one building to another.
Appendix J of the Approved Document describes
three alternative methods of calculating the
permitted extent of unprotected areas. Method 1
applies to residential accommodation less than
three storeys high and 24m in length which Is not
less than 1m from the relevant boundary.
Unprotected areas are not permitted less than 1m
from a boundary. The diagram shown as Figure
126 Illustrates the permitted extent of unprotected
areas according to Table J1. It can be seen that a
fUlly glazed conservatory may be limited in size,
depending on its proximity to the boundary, or that
some opaque walling will be necessary near
boundaries.
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Junction of separating wall and roof
Adjoining conservatories in terrace and
semi-detached houses are covered by the
requirements for separating walls In Appendix C of
the Approved Document. The requirements are to
prevent the spread of fire from one dwelling to
another. Either the wall should be taken up above
the roof or the roof and its covering should resist
fire penetration and spread.
If AA, AS or AC rated roof glazing is used (eg.
wired glass, clear glass, or wired PVC), the glazing
maybe carried over the top of the separating wall
providing it Is adequately flrestopped with mortar
or similar material. For other types of glazing the
separating wall must project 375mm above the
roof covering.
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SECTION 6
Heating systems and solar energy
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Space heating and solar gain
Solar gains are an important consideration when calculating the heat balance of a
well·insulated house and influence the choice of its space heating system. Likewise
the responsiveness of the system and its controls will help to determine whether
solar gains that do occur are, in practice, useful.

Solar energy and space heating
Solar gains may be considered to fall into two
categories:
•
useful soiar gains which reduce the need for
an input from the space heating system
(called auxiliary heating)
and
•
excess solar gains which raise room
temperatures above demand temperature.

To maximise the usefulness of solar gains and
reduce the likelihood of overheating, it is essential
that the auxiliary heating system can respond to:
•
the solar gains
and
•
the internal heat gains (from cooking,
occupants and appliances)
that occur within a house.
In the past, when houses were poorly insulated, the
influence of solar and internal gains was small in
comparison with fabric and ventilation losses. So
both barely figured In calculations of auxiliary
heating demand.
In low energy houses which incorporate high levels
of insulation and sophisticated glazing systems,
their Importance has to be recognised. Not only Is
heat loss through adventitious ventilation (cracks
around windows and doors) reduced but the rate
of heat loss through the fabric is also much lower.
Thus the energy inputs required to balance heat
losses are lower. In these circumstances, solar and
internal gains are more significant. On their own,
they can constitute a relatively large proportion of
the energy Inputs required to bring a house up to
its demand temperature.
On an hourly or daily basis, it Is possible that (even
during the heating season) solar gains may exceed
the space heating requirements of a house,
especially If they occur at the same time as other
large internal gain such as cooking. Even if they do
not exceed the total requirements, solar gains
(alone or with internal gains) may, on occasion,
cause excessive temperatures in the rooms on the
sunny side of a house.
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For these reasons, solar and internal gains have to
be treated as Important factors when calculating
the energy balance for well-Insulated houses, They
have to be taken into account both in the overall
design of a space heating system and In the
specification and location of its controls,

Heating load calculations

Irrpun

The overall energy balance of a house comes from
the simple equation
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These are put to various uses:
•
space heating
•
•
•

water heating
cooking
and
lights and appliances.

Solar and metabolic inputs are usually counted as
contributions to the space heating.
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Figures 127 and 128 shows examples of the results
of calculations using a computer program called
Energy Designer, based on the BRE Domestic
Energy Model (BREDEM}, to analyse the inputs,
1
uses and outputs for a low energy house.
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Figure 128

Milton Keynes Development Corporation, 1986, Energy World exhibition oa.talogue, MKDC, Milton Keynes.
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In these figures the notional output term - excess
energy - refers to energy surplus to requirements,
ie. energy which would take a house above its
demand temperature (21°C). The largest
contribution to this category wiii come from solar
and other Internal gains. In practice, it is assumed
that some people will take this heat as a bonus,
while others wlli open the window to ventilate it
away.
The model attempts to represent the exchanges
between different categories of energy. For
example, some of the energy used for water
heating is lost as 'water loss'. But some of this
goes into the air from:
•
the hot water cylinder
•
•

the pipes
and
hot water while standing in sihks etc.

This heat Is iost through the fabric or by ventilation.
The total capacity of a system should be designed
matched to the heat load of the house. Oversizing,
though frequent in practice, reduces the efficiency
of some types of heating system which operate
most efficiently at maximum output.

The responsiveness of a heating
system
A system should be chosen to match the
construction of a house, particularly in terms of the
thermal response of its fabric. Both should match
the anticipated heating reglme(s) of occupants.
Conventional wisdom Is that a lightweight building
offers a quick thermal response so that, together
with a warm air system, It will be well suited to two
period Intermittent (morning and late afternoon to
evening) heating regimes or to partiai house
heating. A heavyweight building heats up and
cools down much more slowly. It should be fitted
with a system more suited to delivering continuous
or one-period intermittent (early morning to
evening) heating regimes and to whole house
heating.

Zoning
In well-insulated houses, it may be possible to
achieve adequate comfort conditions without
having heat emitters in every room. Similarly the
use of localised heat sources may have
advantages over the installation of a centrai
heating system.
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Several options are possible where there are
uneven heat requirements throughout a house:
•
local control in each room, for example by
thermostatio control of each heat emitter
•

zoning of the system, for example, into living
room and bedroom zones, or into south
facing and north facing zones

•

redistribution of heat may be possible with
warm air systems from, for, example south
facades to north facades.

Thermostats should be located to avoid positions
which suffer from draughts, or receive heat from a
radiator, or are in direct sunlight.

The location of heat emitters
In the past when houses were poorly insulated with
leaky single glazed windows, it was essential for
heat emitters to be placed beneath windows to
counteract cold downdraughts caused by the cold
surface of the glass. But, where window systems
are used that have a higher energy performance,
this may no longer be necessary. Heat emitters
can be placed on internal rather than external
walls, so making greater use of the heat emitted to
warm the Internal structure of the house rather than
just its external envelope.

Boller energy manager systems
A further level of control over the heating system
may be achieved by the use of a boiler energy
manager system. Electronic sensors measure both
outdoor and boiler temperatures, and these
measurements are used to calculate the optimal
ratio of the boiler 'on' and 'off' cycles necessary to
satisfy the heat demand. Such systems reduce
boiler cycling and maintain boiler efficiency at at
high level irrespective of heat load .
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Useful organisations
A full list of organisations providing professional, technical or trade advice or
information about building design and the construction industry can be found in
1
Building Design's Easibrief.

Those listed below are 'government' organisations
with responsibility for producing information drawn
upon in this handbook.
British Standards Institution
2 Park Street
London W1A 2BS
Telephone: 01 6299000
Telex: 266933
Fax: 01 6290506

Renewable Energy Publicity Office
Energy Technology Support Unit
Building 156
Harwell Laboratory
Oxon OX11 ORA
Telephone: 0235834621 extension 3467
Telex: 83135
Fax: 0235 432923

Building Research Advisory Service
Building Research Establishment
Garston
Watford WD2 7JR
Telephone: 0923 664664
Telex: 923220
Fax: 0923664010
BRECSU Enquiries Bureau
Building Research Energy Conservation Unit
Building Research Establishment
Garston
Watford WD2 7JR
Telephone: 0923894040
Telex: 923220
Fax: 0923664010
General Enquiries
Energy Efficiency Office
Department of Energy
Thames House South
Millbank
London SW1 P 40T
Telephone: 01 211 6774 or 6811
International Energy Agency
2 rue Andre Pascal
75016 Paris
France
Telephone: 010 33 45 24 8200
Meteorological Office
London Road
Bracknell
Berkshire RG 12 2SZ
Telephone: 0344420242
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Morgan~Gramplan, London,
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Index
Blinds
see shading devices

British standards
energy efficient housing: BS 8211 4
code of practice for glazing: BS 6262 40, 96
sunlight: Draft for Development DD67 28, 44
windows and rooflights - sound insulation:
BSCP 153 36
window performance: BS 6375 38
window testing: BS 5368 38
ventilation principles: BS 5925 111

Building Regulations
conservatories
exemptions 110
fire spread 114-115
house ventilation 110
means of escape (fire) 112-113
procedure for calcuiating heat loss 111
windows
area 50
prescribed U-values 50
procedures for calculating trade-offs 50
specification 36, 50

Conservatories
points to remember 89, 97, 99, 102, 104, 109
advantages and disadvantages 87
attached greenhouses
internal temperatures 88
fuel costs 89
buffer zone 99
Building Regulations 110-115
comfort conditions 91
measured results 91
computer simulations 92
evidence of energy savings
measured results 105
simulated results 106
frames 96
glazing 96
greenhouse effect 100
heat transfer 101-104
heating 89, 97
orientation 95, 97, 99, 102
seasonal shift 95
soiar collection 100-102
thermal mass 109
ventilation 108
pre-heating 103-104
shading 108

Costs
building elements 51
heated conservatories 88
window systems 52

Energy
balance
shutters (internal) 76
windows 44-47
east-facing glazing 47
north-facing glazing 46
south-facing glazing 46
west-facing glazing 47
efficient design 4
and solar gain 10
Twenty steps to 6
savings
measured 76
predicted 43, 54-56, 72

Glazing
points to remember 43, 49, 56
area 50-56
cavity width 41-42
coated 42
advantages and disadvantages 43
comfort 42
double
advantages and disadvantages 42
effective U-values 47
gas-filled 43
Glass and Glazing Manual 40
low emissivity 40,41
orientation 43-47
percentage external wall 9
shading co-efficients 40
solar transmittance 40
sound Insulation 36
standards 40
systems 36-43

Heating systems
see space heating

Houses
energy balance 119
external envelope
rate of heat loss 8
space heating 118-121
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Room arrangement
points to remember 33

Insolation
angle of Incidence 20
greenhouse effect 13
vertical surfaces 12, 17

Insulation devices (glazing)
external
shullers
advantages and disadvantages
internal
blinds
shading co-efflclents 73
U-value 75
advantages and disadvantages
curtains 72-73
advantages and disadvantages
draughtstrlpplng 71
shullers
advantages and disadvantages
energy balance 76
venetian 74
advantages and disadvantages

Orientation
points to remember 49
conservatories 95-102
RI BA Housing Design Brief 5
Interaction with obstructions 32, 48
site planning 29
windows
area 52-56
energy balance 44-47
energy consumption 48
optimum orientation 48

Overshading
points to remember 33
Interaction with orientation 32, 48
Interaction with microclimate 33
prediction techniques
graphical methods 31
heliodon 32
photographic methods 32
shadow prints 31
shadow masks 32
rule 01 thumb 31
roof pitches 30-31
shadow prints 31

Passive solar design
advanced 1
complex 24
simple 24
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68

76
73

78

76

Shading devices
awnings
orientation 67
solar transmission 66
blinds (external)
solar gain factor 67
blinds (internal)
solartransmlsslon 73
(venetian) blinds
shading co-efflclents 74
solar transmission 74
curtains
shading co-efficlents 72
external 64-68
advantages and disadvantages 66, 68
shading co-efficients 63
Information for occupants 60-62
Internal 70-78
advantages and disadvantages 73, 76,

78
effectiveness 70
shading co-efflclents 73, 74
overheating 58
roof overhangs
solar geometry 65
graphical method 65
use by occupants 60

Shutters
see insulation devices

Site planning
points to remember 33
house spacing
privacy distances 30
obstruction 30
overshading 29-30
roof pitch 30
standards 30
orientation 29
overshading 29-31
solar access 30-33
solar radiation 29-30
sunlight 4-5, 28

Solar access
see Site planning

Solar aperture
angle of incidence 22
exposed area 22

Solar gain
greenhouse effect 23
useful heat 23

Solar radiation
angle of incidence 22
diffuse 11
direct 11
eX1raterrestrial 11
global 11
seasonal variation 12
greenhouse effect 23
maps 16
regional variation 16-18
site planning 29-30
useful heat 23
wavelengths 10

Solar transmission
blinds (eX1ernal) 66-67
blinds (internal) 73
curtains 72
glass 20-21

Sound insulation 36

Space heating
points to remember 121
capacity 120
heat emitters 121
solar gain 118
zoning 120

Sun
altitude 12
azimuth angle 12
equinoxes 12
path 12
diagrams 12
stereographic projections 14-15
solstices 12
sunlight 4, 28, 43

Thermal mass
points to remember 84
effect on comfort 82-83
effect of construction 83-84
effect on fuel consumption 83
and solar radiation 80, 81, 82
location 83
materials
absorptance 80
emissivity 80
storage capacity 80
thickness 82
overheating 44, 81
strategy for avoiding 58
storage of solar gain 81
temperature swings 44, 81, 84

Ventilation
conservatories 103, 105, 108, 110
mould growth 39
trickle ventilators 39

Windows
points to remember 43, 49, 56
air tightness 38
area 50-56
balance north/south 55
energy savings 56
optimum north-facing 46
optimum south-facing 53-54
Building RegUlations 36, 50
cavity width 41-42
effective U-values 47
energy balance 44-47
energy consumption 48
exposure rating 37-38
frames 38-39
heat gain 44-47
heat loss 37, 40-43, 44
improving thermal performance 41
low emissivity 41-42
multipie glazing 41-43
orientation 44-48
shading co-efficients 40
solar transmittance 40
sunlight 44
systems 36-43
U-values 37, 40
ventilation 39
weathertightness 38
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